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1 
INI'RODUCTION 
The beef cow herd has been a pa.rt of Iowa's agriculture since ite 
inception. However, in recent years Iowa 's beef cow numbers have shown a 
dramatic increase. Dr. s. A. Ewing has estimated that 46 to 50 million 
beef cows will be needed by 1980 (39 million presently) to provide enough 
beef for 243 million people, thus I owa's beef cow numbers could also be 
expected to increase. (1) 
When one considers beef cows on Iowa farms he must also think about 
forage needs. Dr. w. F. Wedin, Iowa State University agronomist, has 
estimated that even in an unimproved state Iowa now produces enough hay 
and pasture to support 1t million beef cows. If these acres were de-
veloped to their full potential it is estimated Iowa could support about 
seven million head . With sharper management and better use of the present 
mix of unimproved and improved gra.1Ssland it is estimated that Iowa's beef 
cow numbers could be doubled. Thus Iowa has the physical potential to ex-
pand beef raising. 
Since feed costs make up approximately two-thirds of the annual costs 
of keeping a beef cow, the economically efficient production and utiliza-
tion of forage is a primary concern of the individual cow-calf producer. 
It is this problem that will be addressed in this study. 
2 
Background Information 
Over a 20 yeax period f'rom 1953 to 1972, beef cow numbers in the 
United Stat es have increased f rom 2J.29 million head on January 1, 1953, 
to 38.73 million head on January 1, 1972, a 65. 87 percent increase. (26) 
(27) 
As illustrated in Table 1 t he primary increase in U.S. beef cow num-
bers has come about since 1962. Of the 65.87 percent increase in the U.S. 
beef cow numbers in this 20 year period, 44.66 percent of the increase has 
taken place since 1962. Although beef cow numbers in Iowa have followed 
the same general trends as for the U.S., the expansion in cow numbers 
since 1962 has been greater than t he U.S. increase. 
In comparing Iowa's increase in beef cow numbers from 1962 to 1972 
with the other top ranking states in beef calf product i on for 19721 re-
spectfully1 Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, South Dakota, 
Iowa, Montana, Mississippi, Colorado, only the State of Missouri had a 
larger percentage increase . 
The increased beef cow production in Iowa has caused a larger propor-
tion of the U.S . beef calf product ion to be located in Iowa, thus indicat-
ing distributional changes in beef production. Although these geographi-
cal shifts have been slight in most cases, of the ten largest beef cow 
producing states in 1972 named previously, only Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and 
Mississippi have not seen a decrease in t heir proportion of the u.s. 
t otal. (26) (27) 
Table 2 shows how the change in Iowa ' s beef cow numbers since 1962 
compares with changes in other agricultural production in t he state. With 
3 
the exception of soybeans the percentage increase in beef cow numbers 
since 1962 has been larger than the percentage increase in any other major 
agricultural production enterprises in the state. 
Table 1. The changes in beef cow production for the United States and 
Iowa for the years of 1953 through 1972a 
Total Beef 
Cows in usb Percent of 































































































































4 • .50 
&sourcesa Livestock and Poultry, Inventory, January 1 (26). Cattle, 
Sheep, and Goat Inventory, January 1 (27). 
brhe beef cow numbers for the years 1959 through 1972 represent only 
those beef cows in the 48 continent states. 
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Table 2. Total state production for selected agricultural enterprises in 
1962 and 1972a 
Production Enterprise Number 1n 1962 Number in 19726 % of 1962 Number 
Beef Cows (head) 
Sows Farrowed (head) 
Dairy Cows (head) · 
Grain Fed Cattle 
Marketed (head) 
Corn for Grain (acres ) 































8sources1 Iowa Annual Farm Census 1962 (8) and Iowa Annual Farm 
Census 1972 (Preliminary) (9). 
°bi>relimina.ry Results. 
Table 3 i ndicates that each crop reporting district in Iowa followed 
the same trends in beef raising, dairy production, cattle feeding, h~ and 
pasture production as the state totals, i.e. dairy cattle, hay and pe.sture 
production decreased while beef cows and market cattle increased. How-
ever, even with reduced acreages in 1972, hay and pasture production still 
totaled 9.02 million acres. This is 26.76 percent of the )J.71 million 
acres 1n Iowa farms. Pasture alone constitutes 19.94 percent of Iowa 
farmland . 
Distributional changes in beef calf production within the state a.re 
also shown 1n Table J. In 1962 t he f ive largest beef raising districts 
were respectivelyt South Central, East Central, Central , West Central and 
Southwest . These five districts accounted tor 624 thousand head or 67.17 
percent of the state total. In 1972 the five largest producing districts 
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were respectively1 South Central, West Central, East Central, Southwest 
and Southeast. These top five districts are now producing 977 thousand 
head or 67.88 percent of the state total. 
Table 3. Production levels in each of Iowa's crop reporting districts f or 
selected agricultural enterprises 1n 1962 and 1972 (numbers in 
thousands)a · 
Grain Fed 
Beef Cows Dairy Cows cattle Mktd. Hay Pasture 
District 1962 1972b 1962 1972b 1962 1972b 1962. 1972b 1962 1972b 
Northwest 62 108 77 47 693 945 328 170 517 392 
North Central 58 65 82 35 287 258 331 128 415 283 
Northeast 80 142 244 191 140 200 546 462 1135 930 
West Central 113 195 62 24 561 774 399 207 882 719 
Central 117 147 60 22 394 446 41) 189 763 603 
East Central 122 177 92 55 421 443 41) 280 1001 794 
Southwest 111 172 J2 11 354 414 320 214 828 697 
South Central 161 274 43 16 69 89 428 377 1502 1406 
Southeast 104 159 42 16 137 166 329 250 1101 912 
State Total 929 1439 733 417 3055 3736 3507 2280 8143 6735 
8Sources1 Iowa Annual Farm Census 1962 (8) and Iowa Annual Farm 
Census 1972 (Preliminary) (9). 
bi>re11m1na.ry Results. 
The ranking of the crop reporting districts shows that beef cow pro-
duct i on has become concent rated in the border areas of Iowa. This is not 
a totally unexpected trend because it is this area of the state that con-
tains an abundance of grazing land. The five leading beef raising dis-
tricts account for 67.23 percent of the state's total pasture land and 
58.25 percent of the state's hay production. 
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Statement of the Problem 
Because beef cows are important utilizers of the hay and pasture 
produced on individual farms, the questions that follow are deserving of 
study. What is the best mix of grain and forage orope to raise? What 
forage variety should be grown and how should it be utilized? How many 
acres of each should be grown? What fertilizer level should be applied 
to cool season grasses? If pastured what type of grazing management is 
most efficient? How can crop residues best be used to supplement other 
forages? How many beef cows can be supported on an individual farm with 
given land and labor resources? 
The problem of forage planning is indeed complex. Its complexity 
stems primarily from one source, the time dimension of forage production 
and utilization. Seasonal production patterns, as illustrated in Table 4, 
vary so much from one forage to another that total forage production is 
not a useful criterion to use in evaluating forages and in planning forage 
systems. 
The problem of blending forages and manage~ent systems to provide an 
adequate forage supply has prompted a great deal of research 1n grassland 
production and utilization. Several guidelines for forage planning have 
emerged from this researchi 
1. Since the forage production pattern typically does not fit the 
animals' needs, planning should be based on a 12-month period. This 
method helpe prevent the heavy stocking of pasture to utilize spring 
growth with resultant severe shortages during the summer and fall. When 
7 
planning a forage system the producer muet consider harvested forage as 
well as grazed forage. 
Table 4. Estimated availability of forage for grazing expressed as the 
percentage available per montha 
Type of Pasture 
Kentucky bluegrass - white 
clover, unimproved 
Kentucky bluegrass - white 
clover + nitrogen, }ilos}ilorus 
Renovated (continuous grazing) 
Bi.rdsfoot trefoil - grass 
Birdsfoot trefoil - grass 
deferred for midsummer grazing 
Tall - grasses + nitrogenc 
Tall - grasses + nitrogen, 
deferred for fall grazingc 
Supplemental 
Sudangrass or sorghum - sudan 
hybrids 
Sudangrass or sorghum - sudan 
hybrids, deferred for fall and 
winter grazing 
aSource1 Schaller (23). 
25 JO 10 5 
J5 35 8 5 
10 25 25 20 
15 J5 25 
JO 30 10 5 
JO JO 
40 40 
15 10 5 
10 4 J 
tob 5b 5 
15b 5b 5 
10 10 5 
25 15 
15 
JO 45 25 
bAllowances have been made for winter hurding of legume from Sep-
tember 15 to October 15. 
c 
Bromegrass, Orcha.rdgrass, Tall Fescue, Reed Canarygraes or combina-
tions. 
2. Once the forage needs have been recognized the next step is to 
meet these needs, 'Ihis involves the selection of forage species. In se-
lecting a species it is necessary to take into account such factors as 
average rainfall, soil drainage, erosion hazard, soil pH level, nutrient 
supply, use of the stand and length of time it is to be in production. 
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J. If one species is exceptionally well adapted to a given location 
any mixture is likely to be lower yielding. While few mixtures will out-
yield well-adapted grasses that are heavily fertilized with nitrogen, the 
quality of the forage can often be improved by including a legume. Thus 
the problem becomes one of the optimum degree of substitutions of quality 
for quantity. Simple mixtures are preferred to complex ones because the 
latter often reduce yields. 
4. Some species perform better under one particular form of manage-
ment. For example it has been found that grasses with jointed stems such 
as smooth bromegrass, produce more under a rotational grazing system than 
a continuous grazing system. (10) (14) 
Moore (20) suggest s that pastures in South Dakota be cross-fenced and 
planted to different grasses so that each is grazed at its optimum. He 
proposed that the pasture area be divided as follows1 early spring 25 
percent, late spring, early summer and some late summer grazing J8 per-
cent, midsummer 12 percent, and late fall 25 percent, When this system 
has been employed production has increased f'rom 1.5 acres of pasture per 
animal unit for four mont hs t o 1. 5 acres of pasture per animal unit for 
seven months. 
Results of an Ohio study (J1) show that summer pasture slumps could 
be compensated for by using deferred grazing or combinations of round 
bales of early growth and accumulated regrowth. It was shown that forage 
can be stored in fields as standing material or round baled hay to supply 
livestock feed for all or pa.rt of the winter. In order to take advantage 
of these management methods a combination of tall feacue for winter 
9 
pasture, bluegrass and tall fescue for early spring and late fall pasture 
and orchardgrass for first crop hay am summer grazing was recommended. 
While these and other studies have proposed general guidelines for 
technical efficiency i n the utilization of f orages, the imividual beef 
cow producer is still faced with the vexing problem of selecting the com-
bination of forage production that will provide the economic optimum. The 
factors that will influence this decision are many. They include such 
things as the quantity and quality of land available, amount of operator 
labor available, amount of hired labor available, and its prices. The re-
sponse of legume and grass forages to fertilizer, prices of fertilizer, 
and lime, insecticides, herbicides and other inputs, expected yields and 
prices, and the distributional pattern of forages under different manage-
ments. 
The task of accounting for all these things is nearly impossible 
using ordinary budgeting procedures. Linear programming, which pro-
vides a reasonably accurate basis for such decision making, has been 
available for several years. Because of the need to employ highly skilled 
individuals with specialized training in the construction and interpreta-
tion of linear programming models, linear programming has not been widely 
util ized on an individual farmer basi s. This is primarily due to the lack 
of trained individuals and the prohibitive costs associated with such a 
program. In recent years an effort has been made to develop linear pro-
gramming systems that substitute computer time for man time. Such sys-
tems have been developed and utilized at Purdue University, University of 
Illinois and Iowa State University. 
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The specific objective of this study is the development of a model 
and a systemized program that can be utilized in making an economic 
evaluation while simultaneous consideration is given to the quantity and 
quality of available land, the responses of perennial forage crepe to 
fertilizer, costs of fertilizer, lime, insecticides and herbicides, the 
distributional patterns of forages placed urxier different managements, 
yield expectations, production prices, and technological requirements. 
Specifically the model will seek to facilitate the following decisions1 
1. The optimal combination of grain and forage crops on a given 
land base with varying land qualities. 
2. The optimal varieties and combinations of forages that should be 
selected for production and the type of management under which they should 
be produced. 
J. The number of beef cows that are optimally suited to an individ-
ual farm. 
4. 'lbe optimal use of crop retuee material. 
5. The profitability of labor hiring. 
11 
BASIS FOR EVALUATION 
In order to effectively evaluate, in an economic framework, the many 
alternative production possibilities that face the individual farmer it 
is necessary to specify a particular goal or objective. 'Ibis objective 
will vary, depending upon how the economic unit being considered is de-
fined. If the unit is a farm as a pure firm, the relevant objective would 
be the maximization of profit. If the economic unit includes the farm 
business and the family household in combination the relevant objective 
would be the maximization of the family's welfare or utility. In both 
cases efficiency in production is attained when the resources are organ-
ized in such a manner that allow fulfillment of the particular objective. 
For purposes of this study the economic unit is an individual farm, 
thus the appropriate objective for our analysis would be profit maximiza-
tion. The conditions necessary for profit maximization under perfect 
competition can be illustrated by the objective function for constant re-
turns to scale which follows. 
This particular function embodies the production of two commodities 
from two resources. pi represents the price received for the 1th good 
produced, pxi represents the price of the 1th input, and Xij represents 
the amount of the i input used to produce the jth commodity. Since the 




b22 equal one. 
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Setting the partial derivatives of this objective funct ion t o zero 
we haves 
~p b b -1 
' X b p X 12X 22 - • 0 0 22 • 22 2a2 12 22 Px2 
Thus the input should be employed until the value of the marginal 
product received. from a factor is equal to the price of the factor, 1.e. 
MVPxi - pxi" 
By rewriting the above equations the following expressions can be de-
rived. 
Where MPP1j represents the marginal physical productivity of input i 
in the production of commodity j. This condition states that the inputs 
should be employed in the production of all commodities until the ratios 
of the marginal physical productivities equal the price ratio of the 
commodities. Because both marginal productivity ratios are equal to the 
same price ratio the following relationship can be derived from the ex-
pression aboves 




Thie states that the marginal rate of technical substitution of input 
1 and 2 must be equal in the production of both commodities. Thus these 
three conditions should serve as criteria for the decision-ma.king process . 
In order to meaningfully apply these criteria it is necessary to 
have accurate prices, both for the inputs and the services committed to an 
enterprise and the products forthcoming from it. Markets generally supply 
accurate prices for most agricultural inputs and products. However, in 
the case of beef cow production which utilizes non-tillable land and crop 
aftermath there is no viable market to establish relevant prices. Neither 
does the market provide prices that can be depended upon to indicate dif-
ferences in the value of output units among time period within the year. 
Linear programming provides a method of evaluating alternative forage 
production by allowing the application of the economic efficiency criteria 
above without the specification of accurate prices for all inputs ard out-
puts. The model used to make this evaluation is discussed in the next 
section. 
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STRUCTURE OF LINEAR PROGRAMMIN:: MODEL 
In developing a forage plan for the beef cow herd, there are two 
major nutritional requirements that must be met 1 energy and protein. Of 
these two, energy has received the greater a.mount of attention because of 
its limiting naturer i.e. when the energy requirement is met the protein 
level required is generally also satisfied. However, with the increased 
use of low protein roughages, such as corn stalks for wintering purposes, 
the level of protein 1n the ration could become critically low and thus 
merits consideration in developing a forage plan. 
Nutritional needs of the cow-calf unit can be divided into two 
general categories, needs for maintenance and needs for production. While 
the maintenance requirements will remain constant throughout the year the 
requirements for production will vary. The size of the animal will be the 
primary determinant for maintenance needs, while needs for production will 
be governed by the calving season and lactation. 
The monthly distribution of the 4100.97 pound~ of total digestible 
nutrients (TDN) and 188.61 pounds of digestible protein required by a 1000 
pound beef cow calving in April is given 1n Table 5 . The average daily 
TDN requirement for this dry cow is 8.4'.3 pound.IS of TDN. By the first of 
May the daily requirement for the cow and calf has increased 4; percent. 
The digestible protein change is even more dramatic, increasing from an 
average .68 pounds per day requirement for a dry cow to 1.2; pounds per 
day for a cow and calf in May, an 84 percent increaee. By the time the 
calf has reached seven months of age the average daily TDN requirement for 
a cow and calf has reached 14.44 pounds per day, approximately 71 percent 
Table 5. Daily total digestible nutrients and digestible 
by cow calf unit on a monthly basisab 
protei.n required 
Requirement For 
Month Maintenance ReEod.uction Mille Production 
Total Di~estible Nutrients 
January 7.87 .40 
February 7.87 ,74 
March 7,87 1.)8 
April 7.87 2.56 
May 7.87 2.85 
June 7.87 J.13 
July 7.87 J.13 
August 7.87 2 • .56 
September 7.87 2.00 
October 7,87 .05 .85 
November 7.87 .10 
December 7.87 .20 
Total 
Digestible Protein 
January .64 •OJ 
February .64 .05 
March .64 .11 
April .64 ,)6 
May ,64 .40 
June .64 .44 
July .64 .44 
August ,64 .36 
September .64 .28 
October .64 • 01 .12 
November .64 .01 
December .64 .02 
8source1 L. A, Maddox (19). 
bThis table aesumes that the cow is bred to calve in April and will 
wean a 400 pound calf in November. 
c The requirements for the calf are those above what is received in 






































































more than a. dry cow. At the same time the d~estible protein requirement 
has increased. to 1.41 pounds per day. an increase of more than 100 per-
cent, 
These wide variations in nutrient needs throughout the year make it 
necessary to use more accurate figures than average yearly TDN and 
d~estible protein to insure proper nutritional levels. While separating 
the cow's requirements into those needed while dry and those needed while 
in production does provide for a great deal more accuracy. this breakdown 
is not of much help in specifying the supply of nutrients from forages. 
For this reason it was decided to use a monthly breakdown of nutrient 
needs and supplies. 
In calculating the total amount of TDN and digestible protein 
required in any one month, it is important to include also the number of 
replacements and bulls that will be required for the herd. In any herd 
the number of replacements needed will depend on the number of cows culled 
from the herd each year. The model is structured so as to allow for two 
competitive sources of replacements, raising or purchase of bred heifers. 
It is assumed in the model that if replacement heifers are raised it 1s 
necessary to raise three percent more than the number of cows culled be-
cause of death losses and other mishaps that occur during the production 
of a replacement. Just as the number of replacements depends on the num-
ber of cows culled from the herd, the number of bulls required depends on 
the number of cows in the herd. For purposes of planning it is assumed 
that one bull can service 25 cows or replacements, 
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Because it ie desired to find the optimal number of beef cows on an 
individual farm, the nutritional coefficients for the beef herd and the 
assumptions stated above were embodied in the internal part of the linear 
programming matrix rather than in the resource column. Table 6 illustrates 
the structure used. 'T'he equations formulated to express these nutritional 
requirements and assumptions are stated as maximum restraints1 thus the 
positive coefficients in these equations represent demands that must be 
satisfied by other activities in the model. Using this type of structure 
allows the beef cow activity to seek its optimal level. As it does so, it 
automatically adjusts the total nutrient requirement for each month. 
Once the nutritional requirements have been adequately defined, 
attention can be tu.med to an even more complexing problem, "What is the 
most economical way to supply the needed nutrients?" 
In pursuit of the answer to this question one must be conscious of 
the resource restrictions within which the optimization must be made. The 
two resource restrictions recognized by the mod.el a.re land and labor. Be-
cause of the great diversity of land types or qualities in the areas of 
large beef cow production the land resource is divided into three separate 
restraintsa Class A land, Clase B land, and Claes C land. Class A land 
is defined as land that can be continuously row cropped. Class B land is 
land that will be placed in a rotation with a cover crop, while Class C 
land must be maintained in permanent pasture. This formulation of the 
land restriction is identical to forming three separate restrictions . 
'T'he labor resource is also divided into several restrictions. For 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































representing a specific time period of the year. During the periods of 
peak labor utilization, spring and fall, the time period was specified to 
be a length of fifteen or sixteen days. Thie formulation of the labor re-
strictions recognizes that labor cannot be freely substituted among 
seasons or even among periods, i.e. labor must be used when it is avail-
able, it cannot be saved and used at a later time. 
Within the f'ramework of these resource restrictions, several alterna-
tive methods of furnishing the '!'DN and digestible protein required by the 
cow herd were formulated. 'T'he types of forages selected as alternatives 
for coneideration in the model are ones adapted to the southern Iowa area. 
They included the followings 
1. Kentucky Bluegrass, 
2. Birdsfoot Trefoil, 
J. Tall growing cool season grasses - smooth brome, orchard.grass, 
tall fescue and reed canarygrass, 
4. Alfalfa-grass, 
5. Crown Vetch, 
6. Switchgrass, 
?. Supplemental - sorghum-eudangrass, forage sorghum, 
8. Silage production - corn, forage sorghum, and oats, 
9. Miscellaneous - meadow aftermath, meadow afterJnath with round 
bales, new seedlings, cornstalks, and grain sorghum stover. 
Because of the different growth habits of these forages it is aasumed 
that they will be grown as pure stands, except in the c~e of alfalfa. 
This allows the individual producer to make more effective use of his 
21 
forages by capitalizing on their different growth patterns. The simple 
species or simple mixture is also easier to manage than the complex mix-
ture. 
~he grass, grass-legume, and supplemental types of forage were then 
placed under different types of management. This was done in an effort to 
make the nutrient flow from these forages more uniform than can be obtained 
by continuously grazing all forages. The types of management considered 
in the model were as follows1 
1. Rotational grazing involves comparatively short periods of graz-
ing for each field and a recovery period to allow more effective consu.mp-
t ion of forage with less waste from trampling, fouling and selective graz-
ing. This system permits the farmer to match grazing more adequately to 
the growth habit of forage species, condition of pasture and animal needs 
than does continuous grazing. This type of grazing also favors legume 
persistence. 
2. Stockpiling for fall involves holding animals off the pasture 
until September or October. Cattle are then allowed to graze t his growth 
through the fall and winter months. This type of management serves ae an 
alternative t o feeding cattle harvested hay during t hese periods. 
J. Three-season grazing system resembles the rotational grazing sys-
tem but is used primarily for the tall growing cool season grasses. Apply-
ing this system to cool season grasses, grazing is begun in April and con-
tinued until June or July. The cattle are then removed during the summer 
months and replaced either in September or October for fall grazing. This 
22 
allows for the utilization of these forages when growth is rapid and 
quality is high. 
4. !-rarvesting one to three crops and grazing the regrowth. This 
type of management allows for storing of high quality excess forage during 
peak production periods to be used during periods of low production. De-
pending on the number of crops harvested and the species of forage, the 
regrowth could be used for grazing during summer or fall. 
5. Harvesting one or two crops for storage and harvesting second or 
third crop as small or large round bales to be grazed with aftermath. 
This type of management allows for storing the excess forage and also 
increases the amount of forage available for g-.ca.zing during the fall 
through the use of round bales. 
6. Continuous grazing was included because of its wide usage and ap-
plicability to the growth patterns of certain forages. This system of 
management involves placing cattle on pasture during spring and remaining 
there until fall. 
?. Alternate grazing is very similar to the three-season type graz-
ing except the grazing season does not span three seasons of the year. 
This type of management was used for annual supplemental pastures such as 
sorghum sudan . Using this grazing management, sorghum sudan is grazed 
during the summer months of July, August and September. The cow herd is 
then removed from the pasture until November when it is again allowed to 
graze the sorghum sudan. 
While the management practices listed above deal with the distribution 
of the forage, the level of fertilizer will affect the quantity available 
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for distribution. This is particularly true for cool season grasses and 
levels of nitrogen application as evidenced by grazing studies in Southern 
Iowa. These studies have shown that beef output per acre can be doubled 
in bluegrass pasture by applying 60 pounds of nitrogen and 9 pounds of 
phosphorus (20 pounds of P2o5) per acre (1). Fertilizer application rates 
used for the linear program.ming model assume all renovated pastures will 
receive the fertilizer necessary for yield maintenance. For the widely 
utilized cool season grasses, orchardgrass, smooth brome, reed canary-
grass, and Kentucky bluegrass, two fertilizer levels are considered be-
cause of their response to nitrogen fertilizer. The assumed fertilizer 
application rates are given in Table 7. 
Combinations of these three factors were used to develop the alterna-
tive forage production activities in the model. For each alternative for-
age production activity there is an assumed monthly distribution of 
nutrients determined by the type of forage, type of management and ferti-
lization level. The forage production alternatives and their distribu-
tions are presented in Appendix B. 
The structure used to reflect the nutrient availability f'rom the 
perennial forage production activities is illust rated in Table 8. Each 
perennial forage production activit y has a unique nutrient distribution 
that is connected to the cow-calf production activities by means of the 
TDN and digestible protein equations. Since these equations have been 
formulated as maximum rest rictions, the negative coefficients in these 
equations imply that these activities are nutrient sources. If the supply 
of nutrients should exceed the demand during the grazing season, it is 
24 
possible to store the excess in the form of baled hay. This hay is then 
fed as the need arises by a series of feeding activities , A similar 
structure is applied to the other types of perennial forages considered in 
the model to give the many alternative perennial forage production 
activities, 
'T'able 7. Fertilizer rates in pounds per acre needed t o maint ain yields 





Kentucky Bluegrass (low level) 
Kentucky Bluegrass (high level) 
Orchardgrass (low level) 
Orchardgrass (high level) 
Reed Canarygrass (low level) 
Reed Canarygrass (high level) 
Smooth Brome (low level) 













































I t should be pointed out that perennial forage production was not 
considered an alternative on all classes of la.?¥i. The alternative crop 
production activities on Class A land are restricted to row crops; corn, 
soybeans , grain sorghum , and high producing supplemental forages such as 
forage sorghum aoo sorghum eudan. Any forage produced on Class A land 
comes from the harvest or grazing of crop residues, supplemental pastures 
or corn silage. The major crop residue given consideration in the model 
Table 8. Illustration of the structure used to reflect the monthly 




























OG1CG OG13S OGH21 ORB01 ORBN1 ORBD1 OLB01 OLBN1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
-J84 -)84 -480 -4)8 -438 
- 9.5 
- 94 - 94 - 95 -109 -109 






-19.5 -2.56 -2.5.5 - 9.5 -109 
-J.50 -349 -192 -288 -219 -329 
- 96 - 9.5 -)84 -384 -480 -438 -4J8 
- .58 - .58 - 7:3 - 6.5 - 6.5 
- 14 
- 14 - 14 - 14 - 16 - 16 
- 8 - 8 
-102 -102 
-102 -102 
- .57 - '.32 
- 40 
- .5'.3 
- 26 - 4) - 4) - 14 - 16 ~ 
- 59 - .58 - 29 - 44 - 32 - 43 
- 16 - 16 - .58 - .58 - 73 - 65 - 6.5 
- 2 • 99 - • 99 - • 99 - • 99 - • 99 
~xample uses orchardgrass as the type of forage, similar structure 
is used for all other perennial forages. 
b For meaning of activity and row names see Table 9. 
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Activities 
OLBD1 OG23S OG2H2 OG2H1 OGRB2, ••• OGHJ OGHF OGHM· • · • OGHD 
1 1 1 1 1 
-.548 -470 -704 
-109 -704 






-224 -224 -448 -117 
-574 - 574 -574 -235 
-.548 -320 -320 -320 -1.no -704 
- 81 - 72 - 80 
- 16 - 80 






- 37 - 37 - 75 - 18 
- 96 - 96 - 96 - 36 
- 81 - 53 - 53 - 53 - 72 - 80 
• 99 - 3.68 - 2. 98 - 2.98 1 1 1 1 
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continuous grazing of orchard.grass with 120 pounds of nitrogen 
applied per acre 
)-season grazing of orchardgrass with 120 pounds of nitrogen 
applied per acre 
harvesting two crops of orchardgrass hay for storage with 120 
pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
harvesting one crop of orchardgrase hay for storage and a second 
as small round bales to be grazed with the regrowth during the 
winter, 120 pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
harvesting one crop of orchardgrass hay for storage and a second 
as large round bales to be grazed with the regrowth during the 
winter, 120 pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
)-season grazing of orchardgrass with 240 pounds of nitrogen 
applied per acre 
harvesting two crops of orchardgrass hay for storage with 240 
pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
harvesting one crop of orcha.rdgra.ss hay for storage with 240 
pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
harvesting one crop of orchard.grass hay for storage and a second 
as small round bales to be grazed with the regrowth during the 
winter, 240 pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
feeding a ton of orchard.grass hay during each month of the year 
restraint on Class B land 
equations representing the TDN requirements and supplies 
equations representing the digestible protein requirements and 
supplies 
equation expressing the availability of orchard.grass hay for 
feeding 
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is corn stock refuse. Activities were developed to allow for the grazing 
or harvest of cornstalks. If cornstalks are grazed, activities permit 
grazing the complete fall or only a portion of the fa.11. If grazed only a 
portion of the fa11 or harvested, the ground can be fall tilled for next 
year's crop. If grazed all fall, the tillage must take place in the 
spring. 
Table 10 illustrates the structure used to represent the nutrients 
produced for corn silage and corn refuse. These forage production activi-
ties are another source of TDN and digestible protein for the cow herda 
thus the negative coefficients in the TDN and digestible protein equa-
tions. 
The other sources of forage production on Class A land include grain 
sorghum stubble grazing forage sorghum deferred fall grazing, sorghum 
suda.n alternate grazing, and sorghum sudan deferred fall grazing. The 
structure used for grain sorghum stubble grazing and forage sorghum silage 
is similar to the structure of cornstalk grazing and silage harvesting. 
'!'he structure of the forage sorghum and sorghum sudan grazing activities 
is similar to the structure used for the perennial forages. 
Activities allowing for alternative timing of row cropping operations 
have been included in the mod.el, activities such as CH01 and CH02 in Table 
10. This allows some choice as to when an operation is undertaken and 
also some flexibility should labor become extremely restrictive in any 
time period. Alternative timeliness activities are allowed for plowing 
and planting as well as harvesting. It is assumed, however, that all 
operations will be completed in time to deter any yield reductions. 
Table 10. Structure used to provide for nutrients supplied by corn 
Rows a CH01 CH02 CSH1 CSH2 
Act1v1t1esa 





SCA 1 1 
CSM01 -1 1 1 1 
CSM02 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 
CSMN1 -1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
SCAP 1. 2 1. 2 
HC.SF -3.3 -3. 3 
HCSSH - 2.2 -2.2 
TDN- JA - 91 -96 -110 
TDN- F 
'T'l)N-0 -10.5 
DP-N - 7 -10 - .5 





aFor meaning of activity and row names see Table 11. 
CSG02 CSL1 CSL2 









CSFJ •••• CSFD 
-349 
-7 
CSSHFJ •• CSSHD CSJ •••• CSD 
-450 -332 
- 22 -22 -23 
1 
J1 















corn grain harvesting October 1-15 
corn grain harvesting October 16-JO 
cornstalk harvesting with flail chopper October 1-15 
cornstalk harvesting wit h flail chopper October 16-JO 
cornstalk harvesting with stakhand November 1-15 
cornstalk harvesting wit h stakhand Novemher 16-JO 
cornstalk grazing beginning Cctober, November or December 
transfer for cornstalks direct ly to fall plowing 
cornstalk grazing during Oct ober 16-31 and then fall plowing 
corn silage harvest September 1-15 
corn silage harvest September 16-JO 
monthly activities for feeding cornstalks harvested with a flail 
chopper. Restricted to the months of November through March 
CSSHFD monthly activities for feeding cornstalk harvested with a stak-













monthly activities for feeding corn silage 
labor restraint for Oct ober 1-15 
labor restraint for Oct ober 16-Jl 
labor restraint for November 1-15 
labor restraint for November 16-J1 
equation represent ing the availability of mature unharvested corn 
equation representing the availability and use of cornstalks dur-
ing the October 1-15 period 
equation representing the availability and use of cornstalks dur-
ing the October 16-'.31 period 
equation representing the availability and use of cornstalks dur-
ing the November 1-15 period 
restraint on the dry mat ter capacity of the s i lo 
equation representing the availability and use of cornstalks har-
vested with a :flail chopper 







equation representing the availability and use of cornstalks har-
vested with a stakhand 
equations representing the TDN and digestible protein requirements 
and supplies 
equation representing the acres of cornstalks that could be fall 
plowed during t he October 1-15 period 
equation representing the acres of cornstalks that could be fall 
plowed during the October 16-31 period 
equation representing the acres of cornstalks that could be fall 
plowed during the November 1-15 period 
Table 12. Example of structure used in determining yearly renovation 
acres 
a. Activitiesa. Rows OC1CG OC13S OGH21 ORB01 ••• omo1 QQRf AGRG AGH1 
Land B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 
TDN-JA -384 -548 
TDN-F 
• . 
TDN-J -607 -609 -607 
TDN-JL -341 -190 -474 -533 
TDN-AU -239 -399 -449 
TDN-S -319 -159 -160 
TDN-0 -159 -367 -433 . 
DP-N - 29 
DP-D - 58 - 81 
OCR 1 1 1 1 1 -8 
NCR 1 
SOGR -1 






~or meaning of activity &nd row names see Table 13. 
)4 
Activities 
AGH2 AGHJ AGRP OATP OATGA OATSA OATHA OATGO OATSO OATHO 
1 1 1 
-189 -190 
-448 -240 -239 -240 -240 -240 
-160 
-432 -432 -160 -160 -159 -160 -160 -160 
- 33 - 33 - 33 - 23 - 23 - 23 
1 -1 
1 1 1 
1 1 -J 
-1 1 1 1 
- 70 - 70 
.? .7 
- 6. 11 - 6.11 - 1.03 1.03 
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continuous grazing orchardgrass with 120 pounds of nitrogen 
applied per acre 
)-season grazing orchard.grass with 120 pounds of nitrogen applied 
per acre 
harvesting two crops of orchardgrass hay for storage and grazing 
the regrowth in falls 120 pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
harvesting one crop of orchard.grass hay for storage and the sec-
ond as round bales to be grazed during the winter with the re-
growth r 120 pounds of nitrogen applied per acre 
orchardgrass renovation 
rotational grazing alfalfa-grass 
harvesting one crop of alfalfa-grass hay for storage and grazing 
the regrowth 
harvesting two crops of alfalfa-grass hay for storage and grazing 
the regrowth 
harvesting three crops of alfalfa-grass hay for storage and graz-
ing the regrowth 
alfalfa-grass renovation 
harvesting oats as grain on alfalfa-grass renovated acres and 
grazing regrowth 
harvesting oats as silage on alfalfa-grass renovated acres and 
grazing regrowth 
harvesting oats as hay on alfalfa-grass renovated acres and graz-
ing regrowth 
harvesting oats as grain on orchardgrase renovated acres and 
grazing regrowth 
harvesting oats as silage on orchard.grass renovated acres and 
grazing regrowth 
harvesting oats as hay on orchard.grass renovated acres and grazing 
regrowth 
Class B land restraint 
equations representing the TDN and digestible protein requirements 
and supplies 
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Table 13 continued 
OGR equation representing the amount of yearly orchard.grass renovation 
needed 
NCR equation representing nurse crop requirements 
SOGR equation expressing the alternative methods of utilizing oats pro-
duced on renovated orchard.grass acreage 
AGR equat ion representing the amount of yearly alfalfa-grass renova-
tion needed 
SAG equation expressing the alternative methods of utilizing oats pro-
duced on renovated alfalfa-grass acreage 
OG equation representing oat grain production and utilization 
STR equation representing straw production and utilization 
OS equation representing oat silage production and utilization 
OH equation representing oat hay production and utilization 
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The cropping alternatives considered on Class B land includes all the 
row crop activities considered on Class A plus the perennial forage pro-
duction activities. In order to more accurately reflect the type of 
cropping practices that can be undertaken on this land class, a maximum 
restraint has been placed on the quantity of row crops allowable. Since 
the plan derived is noI'lllB.tive in nature, it is assumed to be repeated 
each year; thus the restriction on the row cro:pe can be interpreted as 
being the maximum number of row crop acres in any one year. 
The repetitive nature of the plan also makes it necessary to deter-
mine how many acres of perennial forages must be renovated each year. 
This determination is very important in making an economic decision about 
which forages will supply the needed nutrients at the lowest cost. Table 
12 represents the structure used for determining the acres that must be 
renovated each year. All equations contained in Table 12 are formulated 
as maximum restrictions. With this type of restraint, the negative coef-
ficients in the renovation equations, orcha.rdgrass renovation (OCR) ard 
alfalfa-grass renovation (AGR) represent the productive life of the for-
age . However, since the planning horizon is assumed to be one year in 
length, the productive life of the forage can be interpreted as the maxi-
mum number of acres of forage in production for each acre of renovation. 
It is this interpretation that was used in developing the renovation equa-
tions in the model. This formulat ion also allows for the simplification 
of the forage cost calculations. Because yearly expenses are always being 
deducted from yearly incomes it is not necessary to compound the costs in 
forage production. 
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- • 5 
- .JJJ 
- .167 
Land A activity that specifies the amount of Class A land available 
for crop product ion and the maximum restraint on soybean production. 
I.and B activity that specifies the amount of Class B land available 
for crop production and the maximum restraints on row crops and soybeans. 
B resource restraint level. 
~eaning of abbreviated row namest 
I.and 1 equation representing the restriction on Class A land. 
Land 2 equation representing the restriction on Class 3 land. 
I.and A equation representing the supply of Class A land that can be 
used for crop production. 
I.and B equation representing the supply of Class B land that can be 
used for crop production. 
BMAX 
A land. 
equation represent ing t he maximum soybean production on Class 
MAXRC equation representing the maximum row crop production on 
Class B land. 
BMAXB equation representing the maximum soybean production on Class 
B land. 
)9 
The nurse crop equation at5sumes that oats will be used as a nurse 
i 1 f i Vated The Oats grown on the crop whenever a perenn a orage s reno • 
renovated acres can be harvested in any of three different ways, as grain 
and straw, silage or hay. The straw, silage and hay can be fed to the cow 
herd through a series of feeding activities. The model also provides the 
option for straw being sold along with the grain. After the oat crop has 
been harvested a low level of grazing is permitted. 
In addition to the row crop restraint on Class B land there is also a 
cropping restraint placed on the number of soybeans produced on Class A 
and B land. Since the marginal value of land in each of these land 
classes is a function of these restrictions, two activities were used to 
represent these restrictions rather than placing them in the resource 
column. An example of the structure utilized for restraining the propor-
tion of ·Class A land in soybeans and Class B land in row crops and soy-
beans is shown in 'T'able 14. This example assumes that soybeans can be 
grown on only fifty percent of the row crop land, and row crop production 
on Class B land must be restricted t o fifty acres per year. The activity 
unit for both the Land A and Land B activities is defined to be one acre1 
thus the restrictions on soybeans and row crops must also be expressed on 
a per acre basis. This can be done by dividing the maximum level of each 
restriction by the number of acres in each land class. An example of such 
a coefficient would be the one found in the BMAXB equation. '!'his coeffi-
cient is calculated as follows1 
Maximum soybean production Clase B _ 
15
25 . 0167 Total Class B land 
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Since all equations in this figure are maximum restrictions this 
coefficient will have a negative sign in the model representing the fact 
that for each acre of Class B land used in crop production we are permitted 
.167 acres of soybeans. 
The long lived perennial forages Kentucky Bluegrass, Crown Vetch, and 
Bird.afoot Trefoil are the only production alternatives considered on Class 
C land. The structure utilized for these forages is the same as that dis-
cussed for the Class 3 perennial forage alternatives. 
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METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPI'IONS USICD P'OR INDIVIDUALIZATION 
OF THI MODEL 
'T'he computerized procedure used to derive individualized solutions 
is a three step program. The first step involves a FORTRAN source program 
that generates new resource and t echnical coefficients for each farm. The 
second step requires the use of these generated coefficients 1n the revi-
sion and reoptimization of the model by the MPSX routine. Step three con-
sists of the use of' another FORTRAN source program to report the results 
in a manner that can be easily understood by farmers . 
The special input form designed to collect the information needed for 
individualization of the prestructured model 1s found in Appendix c. This 
information can be directly punched onto cards and utilized by the first 
FORTRAN program for generation of new resource and technical coefficients. 
These forms have been divided into fourteen different sections, each re-
lating to a specific aspect of t he farm business. 
Section 1 specifies the land and facility resources available on each 
farm. The individual land restraints in the model are specified using the 
information contained in questions one, four and nine. The information on 
the maximum acres of' soybeans is used to restrict thelr production level. 
This restriction is placed in the model to allow for the disease preventa-
tive measure of growing soybeans in rotation with other annual crops. 
This section also provides for restraints on size of the beef herd. 
The shelter capacity provides for an upper limit, while the size of the 
beef herd that must be maintained based on a subjective criterion consti-
tutes the lower limit. If these two restraints are set at the same level, 
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the size of the beef herd can be specified exactly by the individual 
operator. 
It is also possible to nullify either one or both of these restric-
tions by the response given to these two questions. The capacity restric-
tion can be made nonrestrictive if answered with a large number while the 
minimum restriction can be abolished by specifying a zero for the eize of 
beef herd that must be maintained. 
The yields specified in Section 2 and J, as stated, should rEipresent 
the average yields expected from each crop. These yields should reflect 
the normal weather and cropping conditions that the irdividual farmer has 
experienced. In cases where farmers do not wish to consider a particular 
crop or type of forage among their alternatives, a yield of zero should be 
entered. The yields in Section 3 are used for calculating the distribu-
tion of the TDN and digestible protein for crop residues and supplemental 
forages. The potential yields given in this section are reduced to reflect 
losses during grazing or harvesting. The assumed grazing and harvest 
efficiencies are given in Table 15. 
~able 15. Grazing and harvesting efficiencies assumed in calculating the 
nutrient availability of supplemental forages and crop refuse 
Cornstalks grazed 
Cornstalks harvested (flail) 
Cornstalks harvested (stakhand) 
Forage sorghum stockpiled for fall 
Forage sorghum stubble 
Grain sorghum stubble 
Sorghum sudan alternate graze 











Table 16. Grazing and harvesting efficiencies assumel in calculating the 
nutrient availability of perennial forages 
Alfalfa-grass rotational graze 
Alfalfa-grass grazing regrowth after harvest 
Birdsf oot Trefoil grazing 
Crown Vetch continuous grazing 
Kentucky Bluegrass continuous grazing 
Kentucky Bluegrass )-season grazing 
Orchard.grass continuous grazing and grazing of 
regrowth after harvest 
Orchardgrass )-season grazing 
Reed Canarygrass continuous grazing and grazing of 
regrowth after harvest 
Reed Canarygrass J-season grazing 
Smooth Brome continuous graze and grazing of 
regrowth after harvest 
Smooth Brome 3-season graze 
Tall Fescue grazing regrowth after harvest 
Tall Fescue 3-season graze 
Alfalfa-grass harvested for hay 
Birdsfoot Trefoil harvested for hay 
Orchardgrass harvested for hay 
Reed Canarygrase harvested for hay 
Smooth Brome harvested for hay 
Tall Fescue ~arvested for hay 
Alfalfa-grass small round bales 
large round bales 
3irdsfoot Trefoilb small round bales 
large round bales 
Orchardgrassb small round bales 
large round bales 
Reed Ca.narygrassb small round bales 
large round bales 
Smooth Brome0 small round bales 
large round bales 
Tall Fescueh small round bales 



































Source: Lechtenberg, Parsons, Petritz, Smith (18), Taylor (JO). 
b 
The efficiencies for large round bales assume that cows are 
restricted in their access to these bales. The efficiencies for the small 
round bales assume that the field will be fenced into strips but cows will 
be given unrestricted access to the bales in each of these s~rips. 
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Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the input deals with the alternate types of 
perennial forages and the managements an operator may wish to consider. 
The yields given are in terms of total dry matter available and thus must 
be adjusted for utilization efficiency when calculating available quanti-
ties of TDN and digestible protein, The grazing efficiencies used for 
these perennial forages are given in Table 16. 
Section 8 asks the farmer to supply the prices he expects to pay or 
receive for his products. These prices should reflect the average net 
prices the farmer expects during the planning period he is considering. 
This means that the price of products s old should have the cost of trans-
porting, if i ncurred by the producer, deducted from the quoted market 
price1 similarly the cost of purchased products should include the cost of 
transporting to the farm. If the producer does not ordinarily buy or sell 
some of the products listed, the market value of these products should 
still be estimated and included. 
Production costs and time requirements for the annual crops are 
reported in Section 9. If an operation listed is performed more than 
once, the total cost and time required to complete the operation should be 
specified, i.e. our plan assumes corn will be cultivated one and one-hal.f 
timesr thus the cost and labor figures provided represent the total re-
quirements of performing this operation one and one-half times per year. 
The labor requirements specified should include only labor demanded from 
the fixed labor supply. Operations performed by a cust om operator should 
have a labor coefficient of zero and the costs should appear in the "Custom 
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Hire" section. It is assumed that preharvest production operations under-
taken on both classes of land are identical. However, a land c l ass dis-
tinction can be made with regard to harvesting and "Other Variable Costs". 
Section 10 provides the information pertaining to perennial f orage 
production. The major cost items of perennial forages involve renovation 
and annual maintenance. '!'he annual maintenance costs of the forages con-
sidered are listed in Part D of this section. These costs plus annual 
fertilizer expenses are combined to give the total maintenance cost . 
Estimates of cost and time requirements should be made for each mainte-
nance operation, particularly fencing, since the assumed efficiency f or 
grazing of small round bales includes the use of strip grazing. 
Total renovation costs of each type of pasture includes seed and 
drilling, For purposes of calculating per acre seed cost, the seeding 
rates in Table 17 were assumed, 
Table 17. Seeding rates for perennial forages 
Alfalfa-Grass 
Alfalfa and 









Pound Per Acre 









1'.3 • .5 
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The costs and time requirements associated with harvesting and 
utilization of the perennial and crop residue forages are specified in 
Section 11. These cost and time requirements should represent the cost 
of performing the specified operation once, even though the operation is 
performed several times per year. If an operation is performed by a cus-
tom operator, the labor requirement entered should be zero and the cost 
placed in the "Machine Hire" section. Part D of Section 11 is used to 
specify the costs and labor requirements of the different feeding activi-
ties contained in the model. 
~eef cow costs and information used for calculation of nutrient 
coefficients are given in Section 12. With information contained in the 
source program (Appendix A) it is possible to calculate the nutrient re-
quirements for cows ranging in weight from 700 to 1600 pounds and calves 
weighing JOO to 600 pounds at weaning. 
~he information in Section 13 is used to define the fixed labor sup-
ply and the availability of hired labor. The total hours column is used 
to define the maximum restraints on the fixed labor supply and the hourly 
hired labor is used to place a maximum restriction hourly labor hired. 
This labor hired on an hourly basis may supplement the fixed labor supply. 
~he amount of hired labor needed because the job requires more than one 
man is not restricted by these restraints. 
Section 14 collects the information on fixed costs. While this in-
formation is not used in determining the optimal solution it is used in 
the output program in calculating the returns to management. 
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Because of the number of iterations that must be carried out to reach 
the optimal solution, the model with an optimal basis is stored on tape. 
This information is contained in OLDPFILE of the MPSX routine and when 
used with the RESTORE REVISE, and SAVE routines the resource and techno-
logical coefficients can be changed and reoptimization begun several 
iterations closer to the optimal solution than the original starting point 
of zero production. ~he data needed for the revisions is generated by 
Step 1 arxl is stored temporarily on disk. The MFSX program then reads 
this information and uses it to modify the previously structured model to 
reflect the individual programming situation. The solutions obtained from 
the mod.el are also temporarily stored on disk until they are read by the 
report writer program. 
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EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM PRODUCER ORIENTATED MODEL 
To illustrate the informati on obtainable from the program a 
hypothet ical farm unit was constructed. This unit is assumed to be com-
posed of 50 acres of Class A land, 375 acres of Class B land, and 75 
acres of Class C land. Row crop production on Class B land is restricted 
to one-third of the available acreage , 125 acres, For both Class A and B 
land soybean production will be restricted to approximately one-half of 
the row crop acreage, The costs, labor requirements and available re-
sources assumed for this unit are specified in the input forms under "Our 
Pl.an", 
The optimal level of beef production derived for this unit includes 
164,12 cows, 6,56 bulls and 21.15 head of replacements, To meet the 
nutritional demands of this herd the optimal levels of crop production 
shown in Table 18 were prescribed, Total hay production included 52.18 
acres of alfalfa-grass harvested t wice with the regrowth stockpiled for 
fall grazing, 19.53 acres of alf alfa-grass harvested three times and 24,06 
acres of tall fescue harvested t wi ce. Pasture production on Class B land 
was comprised of 22.91 acres of orchardgrass grazed under an early 3-
season grazing management, 9.98 acres of bird.afoot trefoil continuously 
grazed, 74,97 acres of bird.afoot trefoil stockpiled for grazing during the 
summer and J.02 acres of reed canarygrass grazed under a )-season manage-
ment, Continuously grazed bird.afoot trefoil composed the 68.18 acres of 
pasture that was produced on Class C land, It should be noted that all 
the cool season grasses included in this plan had nitrogen fertilizer 
applied at the 220 pound rate. 
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Table 18. Optimal crop acreages for each class of land contained 1n the 
solution using "Our Plan" data 
Class A land 
Corn 
Class J3 Land 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Oats a.nd Straw 
Hay 
Pasture 
Class C Land 
Total 












In addition to the perennial forages produced for herd maintenance, 
the optimal program specified the utilization of cornstalks. Cornstalks 
produced on Class A land were ut ilized by grazing while those on Class B 
land were harvested prior to grazing. The fact that cornstalks were not 
fall plowed on Class A is one indication that labor availability is not a 
major problem during the spring field preparation periods. Thus more can 
be gained through grazing cornst alks than fall plowing. 
Needless to say there were many forage production alternatives con-
sidered in the model that did not enter the optimal plan. For each of 
these alternatives there is associated a penalty. These penalties are 
reported on Page 5 of the output cont ained in Append.ix E. They indicate 
the amount of income sacrificed by including an acre of the reject ed 
alternative 1n the plan. In evaluating these penalties it is important to 
remember first, that these are the minimal reductions in returns that will 
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l>d 111.:!Ul.Tdu tiy th~ l u ·J u~lon <>!" a rejected ca.ltc.L11a. t 1v1:1, 1.e. red\.wt.lonb 
will be even higher if appropriate adjustments are not made in the 
activities initially in the plan. Since the adjustments leading to these 
minimal losses are very specific and have not been provided in the output 
report, inclusion of any :rejected forage alternative by farmers will 
usually result in a larger reduction in income than reported by the 
penalty. Second, these figures do not say that inclusion of a rejected 
activity is unprofitable. Instead the penalties reflect the fa.ct that the 
alternatives which have been select ed provide an optimal forage plan and 
any deviat ion from this optimum will reduce the estimated income. 
~he :returns generated in this plan include $32,992,65 from corn pro-
duction, $621.98 from bean production, $2,977.11 from oat production, 
~1,163.57 from straw production, $5,128.61 from cull cows, $14,955.03 from 
the sale of steer calves, and $9,183.51 from the sale of heifer calves for 
a total of $67,022.47. The expenses incurred include $3,5'74.32 for fuel 
oil and :repairs, $9,497.12 for fertilizer, $1 , 221.36 for herbicide, 
$514.29 for insecticides, $2 , 261. 76 for seed, $363 . 98 for corn drying, 
$149.24 for machine hire, $4,589.68 in livestock expenses, $3.58 .99 in 
feeding expenses, ~1,112.20 for hired labor, $581.26 in other variable 
costs and $1,010.35 in interest on variable costs, a total of $25,232,53. 
'!'he return over variable cost amounted to $41,789.94. A return to manage-
ment of $6 ,004.43 was calculated by substracting fixed crop and livestock 
expenses, fixed labor expense and land expenses. 
As illustrated in Table 18 the total amount of land available in each 
class was used to the fullest extent possible. Because of this fact a 
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s hadow price of greater than zero is reported for each of the three land 
resource restraints, $150.18 , $78 .15, $45.81 respectively for Class A, B, 
and C land. These shadow prices represent the marginal value product of 
the different land classes and provided insights into possible gains in 
income that can be made by acquiring larger quantities of the scarce re-
source. While it is not possible to know exactly over what range of 
acreages the marginal value products will rema.in at these levels, it is 
possible to make some estimat e of the path they will follow by observing 
t he levels of other resource utilizations. Table 19 reports utilization 
of the labor resource and illustrates that there is excess labor in many 
of the time periods. Thus it could be assumed that the marginal value 
product of land would remain fairly constant as the land acreage is in-
creased. 
The solution also determines when t he stored forage should be fed and 
t he return from the last pound of t otal digestible nutrients or digestible 
protein required by t he feed herd. ~able 20 represents how the stored 
feed was utilized. I t can be seen that stored forage was resorted to dur-
ing periods of year when it was not pos sible to graze enough forage to 
meet the herd's needs. 
The quantity of TDN needed by t he herd is given in Table 21. In all 
months but October the TDN requirements were just met, t hus the shadow 
prices reported for these months are all greater than zero. These shadow 
prices report the marginal value product of TDN and provide insights into 
the profitability of acquiring TDN from purchased forages. To make such a 
comparison it is necessary to assume a dry matter and total digestible 
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nutrient percentage for the forage being considered. Using alfalfa-grass 
hay as an example these percentages would be 62.0 percent and 15.0 percent 
respectively. Thus in a ton of this hay there would provide 1,240.00 
pounds of TDN. Using the return figure for April a ton of this hay would 
add approximately $47.12 to income. 
Table 19. Labor utilization in the optimal program using "Our Plan" 
Fixed Labor Total Fixed Hourly H:i,red Marginal 
Period Utilized Labor Supply Labor Value Product 
January 104.60 212.57 
February 131. 50 192.00 
March 1-15 86 . 61 115. 71 
March 16-31 113.12 123.43 
April 1-15 128. 57 128.57 128.57 2.50 
April 16-30 128.57 128.57 15.98 2.50 
May 1-15 106.12 154.29 
May 16-31 40. 56 164.57 
June 1-15 1.54.29 1.54.29 28.73 2.50 
June 16-30 96.40 154.29 
July 149.79 318.86 
August 62.17 239.14 
September 1-15 23.45 128 .57 
September 16-30 26. )1 128.57 
October 1-15 26.14 128.57 
October 16-31 137.14 137.14 2.38 
November 1-15 128. 57 128. 57 1.82 
November 16-30 20.45 128.57 
December 168 . 07 257.14 
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Table 20. Tons of stored forage fed to beef herd 
Type of Forage Flailed Stakhand 
Month Alfalfa-grass Tall Fescue Cornstalks Cornstalks -
January 55.80 o.oo 
February 36.67 o.oo 79.02 29.86 
ti.arch o.oo 95.56 o.oo o.oo 
April 85.59 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
May o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
June o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
July o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
August o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
September o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
October o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
November o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
December 12.12 5.74 o.oo o.oo 
Table 21. Monthly total digestible nutrients required by beef herd 
Month TDN Required Excess TDN Marginal Value Product 
January 59,801.57 o.oo .035 
February 49,476. 88 o.oo .035 
March 73,138.54 o.oo .035 
April 68,))7.39 o.oo .038 
May 84,762,52 o.oo .034 
June 77,262. 63 o.oo .029 
July 84,735.00 o.oo .016 
August 86 ,827.27 o.oo .028 
September 86, 111. 99 o.oo .029 
October 50, 941. 70 25,979.02 .ooo 
November 52,265.58 o.oo .027 
December 52,265.58 o.oo .035 
Comparison of Optimal Solutions 
In order to provide the producer information on how the plan would be 
altered with changes in the feeder calf price t wo additional solutions are 
included in the output. One reports on a solution with feeder calf price 
fifteen percent higher than in t he original solution, the other with 
feeder calf prices fifteen percent lower. For purposes of t he following 
d i scussion Solution 1 will refer to t he solution with feeder calf prices 
a t their original level, Solution 2 assumes feeder calves will be fifteen 
percent higher and Solution J assumes feeder calf prices fifteen percent 
lower than in Solut ion 1. 
Table 22 illustrates t he t ypes of changes that will take place in 
crop acreages under these three plans. 
Table 22. Optimal crop acreages in each solution using "Our Plan" data 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution J 
Class A Land 
Corn 50.00 40.00 50.00 
Grain Sorghum o.oo 9.92 o.oo 
Class B Land 
Corn 121.4J 124.99 124.99 
Soybeans J • .56 o.oo o.oo 
Oat s and Straw 4J.J7 38.94 96.92 
Hay 95.77 101.21 95.31 
Past ure 110.88 109.86 57.78 
Class C I.and 
Oats and Straw 6. 82 6. 82 6.82 
Pasture 68.18 68.18 68.18 
Tot al 500.00 500.00 500.00 
Marginal value product for each class 
Cl ass A 150.18 154.51 150.51 
Class B 78.15 89.24 70.68 
Class C 45.81 59.66 34.78 
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As is shown in this table the price rise in Solution 2 caused a shift 
to a crop system that would support a larger beef cow herd. The optimal 
size of the beef herd in Solution 2 was comprised of 194. 91 cows a.nd 7.80 
bulls, replacements were purchased rather than raised. The price decline 
that occurred in Solution 3 caused a shift to less forage int ensive crop-
ping practices and the beef herd was composed of 139.74 cows, 5.59 bulls 
and 18.01 replacements . 
It should also be noted that changes took place with respect to the 
type of hay and pastures produced. These changes are indicated on Page 5 
of each solution. In general as the price of feeder calves increases pro-
duction is shifted to include more of the high yielding cool season 
grasses, as price declines production shifts to a large proportion of 
legume forages. 
Changes in the return and expense picture are illustrated in Table 
23. The return to management illustrates the fact that even though the 
price of feeder calves will vary fifteen percent the final return will 
have a much wider variation. 
Comparison' of labor utilization reflect the consequences of the dif-
ferent cropping systems in each of the pl'1-?ls. While the majority of the 
time periods have an excess quantity of labor it is necessary to hire 
extra hourly labor during spring planting in all three plans. Because of 
this there were very small changes in the marginal value product of labor 
for eacn of the periods. Such was not the case for the marginal value 
products of land. For the land classes with large acreages of perennial 
forages the marginal value products rose and fell with the value of feeder 
cattle. This would be expected since a land producing these forages 
derives its value from being utilized by the beef herd. This is in con-
trast with the value inputed to Class A land, which is derived primarily 
from grain production. 
Table 23. Comparison of t he costs and returns for the solution contained 
in the output report 
Solution 1 Solution 2 Solution ' 
Returns 
Corn 32,992.65 31,616.96 33, 657.66 
Grain Sorghum o.oo 1,833.36 o.oo 
Soybeans 621.98 o.oo o.oo 
Oats 2, 977 .11 2, 711. 28 6, 190.46 
Straw 1,163.57 1,057.24 2,448.91 
Cull Cows 5,128.61 6,091. 08 4,366.79 
Steer 14,955.03 20,425. 81 10, 823 • .53 
He i fers 9,183 • .51 17,576.29 6,646.46 
Tot al 67,022.47 81,312.02 64,133. 81 
Variable Expenses 
Fuel, Oil, Repairs ),574.32 3,568.78 4,088.61 
Fertilizer 9,497.12 9,459.59 9,427.18 
Herbicide 1,221.36 1,224.91 1,224.91 
Insecticide 514.29 524.96 .524.96 
Seed 2,261. 76 2, 131.43 2,788.JJ 
Drying Costs 363.98 364.62 372.00 
Machine Hire 149.24 )48.oo 152.12 
Lives tock Expenses 4,.587.68 4,927.44 3,9o6.21 
Hired Labor 1,112.20 1,184.43 1,239.70 
Replacement s o.oo 9,136.61 o.oo 
Feeding Cost 358.99 381.12 325.09 
Other Variable Cost 581.26 586.11 594.64 
Int erest 1,010.J.5 1,034.52 1,006. 89 
Total 25,232 • .53 34,872.55 25,650, 65 
Return over variable cost 41,789.94 46,439.47 38,48).16 
Fixed. Costs 
Land 12,500.00 12,500.00 12,500, 00 
Labor 8,000,00 8,000. 00 8,000.00 
Crop 10,220.00 10,220.00 10,220.00 
Livestock 5,065,51 5,347. 66 4,450.76 
Return t o management 6,004.43 10,371.81 3,312.40 
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OTHER APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The preceding discussion illustrates how the model can be utilized to 
aid producers in planning forage systems that allows each individual to 
make efficient use of his land and labor resources. In addition to this 
use it is felt that the model may be useful in answering several other 
relevant questions concerning beef calf production. 
One such application would involve the effects of various fertilizer 
prices upon the optimal mix of forages used for beef calf production. 
This price variation could be researched in a series of reopti.mizations 
embodying different fertilizer prices. The model will allow for variations 
in price of single fertilizer nutrient or a combination of nutrients. 
Allocation of a restricted fertilizer supply among the alternative crop 
production activities can also be investigated with only minor modifica-
tions made in the model structure. Analysis of both points can be carried 
out on the basis of a fixed or an optimal herd size for each set of 
fertilizer prices. 
~he procedure of several reoptimizations can also be utilized for 
analyzing the effect of calving date on the optimal mix of forage produc-
t ion activities used to support the beef herd, 
The effect of introducing cross-breeding can also be evaluated since 
this change is reflected in size of the mature cow, weaning weights of 
calves and the calving percentage, Thus a series of optimizations with 
these variables altered would provide information about changes that 
should be undertaken in forage programs to provide for the increased 
nutrient needs of a herd. 
The model can also be used to compare the role of the beef herd under 
varying leasing systems assuming constant farm size and technologies. By 
entering the tenant's share of the crops and expenses for each leasing 
system the outcomes of the optimal plans can be compared for both ca.sh 
rent and crop share leases, 
Varying the quantity of land in each class allows exploration of the 
role a beef herd would play on a cash grain farm as well as the type of 
farms where beef herds have traditionally been found. 
Although the model at its present stage of development is applicable 
in many planning situations there are additional extensions which will 
help to broaden its usefulness. 
One such extension would be the inclusion of other livestock activi-
ties. On a great many Iowa farms alternative forms of livestock produc-
tion compete with each other and crop production for labor. This competi-
tion greatly affects the optimal levels of the livestock and crop enter-
prises undertaken. In addition to the labor competition there are certain 
cattle production activities, such as backgrounding, that would compete 
directly with beef cows for nutrients from the forages produced. ~ecause 
of these interactions inclusion of a broader spectrum of livestock produc-
tion could have a major affect on the marginal value products of both the 
land and labor resources. 
Another useful extension would be the inclusion of a creep feeding 
alternative for calves. Inclusion of this alternative would provide pro-
ducers with information as to the profitability of this practice arxl also 
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would more accurately reflect the producer's situation where creep feeding 
is practiced. 
As in any linear programming application, there is a constant need 
for continuing research with regard to production coefficients. This is 
especially true in a forage planning model, where not only refinement is 
sought for the costs and labor requirements, but also perennial forage 
productivities and their distribution throughout the year. Forage 
research would not ouly be helpful for improving the existing information 
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APPENDIX A: TOTAL DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENI'S AND 
DIGESTIJ3IE PROTEIN REQUIREMENI'S 
OF COW AND CALF 
Tabl e 24. Total d.iges t 1 ble nutrients and digest i ble protein required per 
day by cows of varying weights for rr.aintenancea 
We i ght TDN D. P. 
700 6. 11 . 50 
1300 6. 71 .55 
900 7. 31 . 59 
1000 7.87 . 64 
1.100 8. 43 .69 
1200 8. 90 . 7J 
1)00 9.52 . 77 
1400 10. 06 . 82 
1500 10. 56 .86 
1600 11 . 09 • 90 
8Source1 Maddox (19) . 
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'T'abl e 25. Daj ly total dlt,;estible nutricnt0 and dJe;en: ible protein r t":?qu ircd 
from pasture by calve::; of vary ng weaninG wciEhtsa 
'leanlne Heit:;ht of JOO Pounds \·leaning !·.'c i.cht cf 4on !'oundc 
A{;e Jn Mon ~.hs 'l'D~l D.r. 'T'D:~ D. r . --
1 ~ . 51 • l~J J . 29 .5'"' . ... 
2 J .12 . 1~8 I~. 19 • (, 1. 
J J . t;9 . 53 5.11 .69 
I~ '~ . 12 . 57 5.69 .73 
5 l1 . 12 • 5'3 6.07 . 76 
6 l1 , JS . 58 (.. • l~J~ . 70 
7 1~ . 55 50 . / G. 52 .7r 
lfoanlng ;fo igh t of 500 rounds !·leaning Height of 600 Po:.inds 
TDN D. r. TDN D. P, 
1 l1 , 1J . 6/i. 4. 9f?· .66 
2 5.J7 . 7'~ 6.6J . ~o 
J 6 . 5h . 85 8.12 . 92 
I~ 7. '~9 . 91 9. lio 1. 05 
5 
..., ,.,,, 
• _ D • 95 1ci.1~7 1.19 
6 0 "1/J J • I . O( . / :11 . z!~ 1.37 
7 () rn , . . 9G 11.SJ 1. 5:i 
8source1 Maddox (19). 
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AFPENDJX D: Ti'OR/\.f'i!!: T'RC'Dl'C'T'lCN DAT/\ USED 
't'O DEVEWP BASIC PLAN 
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- Land ~lass A 
- Al ter nate Graze 
- Land Cl ass B 
- Continuou~ r.razine 
- Harvest corn::italk:::o wHh :i rlail chopper C'c'l.obcr 1-1 5 
- Har vcsl. cornsLal.ks wUh a .fla il chopper OcLober 16- 31 
- Harves~-. cornstalks wi I h a sLnkhand durinc; November 1-1 5 
- Harvest cornstalks wj h a ~> takhaqd d11rinc ilovc'mber 1r;- 31 
- Harvest one crop of hay for storaee and e,ra7.e recrowth 
- Harvest Lwo crops of hay ror storage and graze r eer owt..li 
- Harvest 'hree crops of liay for storaee and e;razc regrowU. 
- Grazing bee;inning OcLob<·r 1-15 
- Grazing beginning October 16 - J i 
- Grazing beCTinninc N0vember t -1 5 
- Ro t ational erazing 
- Stockpile until f a ll 
- Stockpile unti l May 
- Gr aze early and 
3 - season grazint; with f irst Grazing period endinc in June 
and second beginning in September 
- 3- season grazi11G w i.th firs L erazing per ind endi ng in J uly 
and second bce;J nn 'L ne; in Oc Loh~r 
- 60 pounds of ni troe;en a1)plied per acre 
- 120 pounds of nHrogen appl l0d per acre 
- 240 pounds of nitrogen appl led per acn• 
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SP2 






Kentucky Bluegr ass 
60N- CC 











2 . 06 
2 . 23 
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June July Aug . Sept . Oct . Nov . Dec. 
19. 11 24.46 19 . 11 16. 09 6. 44 14.R.O 
33 . 84 28 , 50 10.18 27.48 
43 . 08 15. J8 41.54 
58 , 46 1~1, 5h 
100 ,00 
4. 04 29 . 11 26 .6R 20 .1~ 12. 94 6. 81 
16.12 38.!T 22. 86 13.57 9, 29 
J0. 57 15.72 23.54 18 .39 8.83 
22. 09 34.88 29, 07 13, 95 
15. 90 Jl.79 23.43 18.32 10. 57 
28 .65 28 .65 12. 54 7, 54 15.08 7, 54 
24. 75 28 . 56 11 . 42 4.81 15. 23 15. 23 
25 ,92 30.24 21.83 10.91 8. 91 
26 . 14 26 .14 14.70 10,31 13.76 6.88 
28 . 20 28 . 20 8.81 11.87 16.23 4 ,45 
'!'abl e 27 (continued) 









































f" ay June Jul y Aug. Sept . Oct . Nov. Dec . 
J0 . 77 J0.77 12.96 9.72 8 . 50 4,R6 
36.47 49 .86 1J.68 
2J . 9R 29. 32 1J . )2 6. 28 16 .10 A. 98 
20. 04 51 . J4 28.52 
14. JO 28 .61 J6.65 20.4) 
22 . 57 22 . 57 14.JO 12.04 1J . 94 10.77 
34. 41 52.69 12 . 90 
21.11 25. JJ 10.67 11. 56 18.67 10, l.t4-
21 .88 21.88 16, 41 7, 37 19. 34 10 .82 
19.63 51,53 28 .83 
15,32 28 . 94 35,74 20 .00 
21) . 14 26 .14 14.70 10.32 13,76 6.88 
28 . 20 28.20 8.81 11.87 16.23 4. 45 
30, 77 J0. 77 12. 96 9,72 8. 50 l~ . R6 
36 . 47 49.86 13 .68 
Table 27 (continued) 
Jan. F'ebr. Mar . Apr . 
Perennjal Forages (Con' t . ) --
Smoo Lh 'P.rome 
240N-3SG 2. 42 
Smooth Br ome 
240N-H2C 











Oats Harvest ed as Hay 
Oats Harves ted as Grain or Silage 
Round 13ale Grazing October 33 , 33 8 . J3 
Round 'Bale Grazing November 33. 33 8 . 33 
Round ~ale Crazing December 41.67 8 .J3 8 . 33 
SUE.Elemental Pastures and Annual Cr oE Residues 
Cornstalks 
A-01 19. 91 
Cornstalks 
A-02 21. 01 
Cornstalks 
A- Nl 21~ . 07 
Cornstalks 
B-01 19. 95 
May June 
25.88 2). 00 
14 .88 

























22 . 9R 



















25 ,00 JJ . J3 
41.67 
33 . 04 24, 07 
45 ,95 33. 04 
22 . 98 52. 95 
JJ , 02 2J . 99 
Table 27 (continued) 
Jan . Febr. Mar. Apr . 
Supplemental Pastures and Annual Crop Residues ~ Con ' t , ~ 
Cornstalks 
3-02 20 . 90 
Cornstalks 
B-N1 23 , 99 
Cornstalks 
S-HF01 20 .11 
Cornstal ks 
B- HF02 20 . 95 
Cornstalks 
B-lfS 1l'."l1 24.1) 
Cornstalks 
B- HSl1N2 4) . 02 11.05 
Forage Sorghum 




:B-SPF 15. 46 4.12 J . 08 
Forage Sor ghum 
D- lfSG 
Grain Sorghum 
A-01 1J.67 12. 76 
Grain Sorghum 
A-0? 21. 9~ 12. 98 
Graj n Sor ghum 
!3-01 1) .67 12.65 
Grain Sorghum 




May June J uly Aug. Sept . Oct. Nov , Dec . 
46 . 08 3J .02 
23 . 04 52.97 
22. 91 32 . 96 24. 02 
46 . 09 32. 96 
22 . 96 52 ,91 
45.93 
40. 22 37.11 
JJ. JJ 66.67 
40.23 J7.12 
33. 33 66 .67 
20.05 39.86 1J .67 
39. 98 25 . 06 
20.13 39.87 13.67 
40. 00 25. 06 
29. 96 34. 89 29.52 5,64 
'!'able 27 (continued ) 
Jan . Febr. 










May June July Aug . Sept , 












'l'able 28. Annual potential yield s of perennial and supplemental f oragcs 
under dif ferent forms of rnanagementa 
Grazing Harvested 'rot.a l Hay 
'T'y pe of Fora~e DM DM DM Equivalent 
and 1'-:anagement Yield Yield Yield Yie l d 
Perennial Forages 
Alfalfa Grass b 616R . 73 61nR. 73 
RC A 3. 0R J , OR 3 . 50 
Al falfa Grass 421+0. 00 ?~<)? . 10 7137 . 10 
11 1-G 2 . 12 1. L15 J . 57 L} , 06 
Alfalfa Grasc 2798 . f.4 11350. 46 7140 , 10 
1-12-G 1. J9 2. 18 J . 57 '-~ . 06 
Alfa l fa Grass 279f3 . 61+ l}J50 . 46 71l}Q , 10 
H2-SPF 1. JO 2.18 3 , 57 4 . 06 
Al falfa Grass 11JP . JO 5568 .69 6706 , 99 
irJ-e . 57 2. 78 J . 35 3. 81 
Alfalfa Grass 11)8 , JO 5568. 69 6706 . 99 
H2-RBG . 57 2. 78 3. 35 3. 81 
Alfalfa Grass 11J8 . JO 5568.69 6706 .99 
112-LRDG , 57 2. 78 3. 35 3. 81 
Alfalfa Grass 1 959 . h~ 1959. 68 
RH .9R , 98 1. 11 
Alfalfa Grass 1451. 61 1451.61 
RS and RG , 73 • 73 .BJ 
Birds foot '!'r e foil 4821.44 4821.44 
cc 2. 41 2. 41 2.65 
, !3irdsfoot 1'refo1 l 4599. 98 4599. 98 
SP! 2. JO 2. 30 2. 53 
T.ll rds foo t <TTefo il '+4 59. 98 4459. 98 
SP2 2. 23 2. 23 2. l}5 
8sources Adopted from Kuhlmann (17). 
bThe 
in torus, 
first row of each forage is given in pounds, the second is g iven 
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Table 28 (continued) 
Grazing lfarvested Total Hay 
'T'ype of Porage DI" DM DM Equivalen"':. 
and Management Yield Yield Yield Yield 
Perennial Forages (Con' t. ) 
n1 rd i:; foot 'rrefoll 2827 , 71 191+6 . 57 4771. 28 H1-SP2 1.41 ,97 2. J9 2.6J 
Blrdsfoot Trefoll 1214,)6 Jo64 .62 4278, 98 H1 -R3G .61 1. 5J 2. 14 2, 35 
Birds foot 'T'refoi 1 1214.J6 Jo64.62 4278. 98 
Hl-LRBC .61 1.53 . 2.14 2.35 
Blrdsfoot Trefoil 1499.98 1499.98 
RH , 75 .75 .82 
~irdsfoot Trefoil 107.69 107 .69 
RS and RC . 55 .55 . 60 
Crown Vetch 62599, 99 62599, 99 
CG J.1J J.1J 3. 56 
Crown Vetch 2020.00 2020. 00 
RH 1. 01 1.01 1.15 
Crown Vetch 1490.07 1490.07 
RS and RC .75 , 75 ,85 
Kent ucky Bluegrass 2840,00 2840, 00 
r;c 1.42 1.42 1.60 
Kent ucky Bluegrass 5340, 00 5340.00 
60N-(X; 2.67 2.67 J . 00 
Kentucky Bluegrass 5440, 02 5440,02 
60N-JS 2.72 2.72 3. 06 
Kentucky Bluegrass 1959,97 1959. 97 RH • 98 . 98 1,10 
Kentucky Bluegrass 11146. 95 1446 . 95 RS and RG . 72 .72 .81 
Orchard.grass 5539.98 5539. 98 120N-cx; 2, 77 2. 77 J . 14 
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Table 28 (con t I nllod) 
Grazing HarvesLed Total Hay 
Type of F'orage DM DM DM Equjvalent 
and Management Yield Yield Yield Yield 
Perenn1al Forages ( ';on ' + . ) 
Orchardgrass 4779. 98 4779. 98 
120N-3SG 2. 39 2. J9 2.71 
Orchardgrass 4380,00 4380. 00 
120N- 3SGE 2.19 2. 19 2. 48 
Orchard.grass 1674. 42 3626 .15 5300.57 
120N-H2G .84 1. 81 2.65 3. 00 
Orchard.grass 1674.42 3626 . 15 5300. 57 
120N-RB . 84 1.81 2.65 3. 00 
Orchardgrass 1674.42 )626 . 15 5300.57 
120N- LRB . 84 1. 81 2.65 J . 00 
Or chardgrass 8)80. 48 8)80 ,48 
240N- 3SG 4 . 19 4 . 19 5, 03 
Orchardgr ass 2845 .04 649) . 38 9338 . 42 
240N- H2G 1.42 J . 25 4 .67 5. 29 
Or chard.grass 4063.46 5180.99 9254. 45 
240N- H1G 2. 04 2. 59 4. 63 5. 24 
Or chardgrass 2845 . 04 649). 38 9338 . 42 
240N- RB 1.42 3.25 4. 67 5,29 
Orchardgrass 2845.04 6493 . 38 9338 . 42 
240N- LRB 1.42 J . 25 4.67 5. 29 
Orchard.grass 1860. 00 1860. 00 
RH • 93 • 93 1.05 
Or chardgrass 1374.05 1J74. 05 
RS and RG . 69 .69 . 78 
Reed Canarygr ass 6760. 01 6760 . 01 
120N- a; J.38 J . 38 3, 70 
Reed Canarygrass 1976 , 28 5008.12 6984. 81 
120N- H2G . 99 2. 50 J.49 J. 82 
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Table 28 (continued ) 
Grazing Harvested 'T'otal Hay 
Type of Forage DM DM DM Equivalent 
and Management Y3eld Yield Yield Yield 
Perennial Forages (Con't.) 
Reed Canarygrass 1976 , 28 5008.12 6984.81 
120N-RB , 99 2.50 J.49 J. 82 
Reed Canarygrass 1976 , 28 5008.12 6984 ,81 
120N-LRB , 99 2.50 3. 49 3.82 
Reed Canarygrass 9404.39 9404, 39 
240N-3SGE 4. 70 h,70 5,15 
Reed Canarygrass 9080 , 02 9080,02 
240N-3SG I+ , 54 4.54 4.97 
Reed Canarygrass 3600. 00 6273.28 9873 . 28 
240N- H2G 1. 80 J . 14 4.94 5,41 
Reed Canarygrass 5178,92 5041.41 10220.33 
240N-H1G 2.59 2.52 5, 11 5,60 
Reed Canarygrass 3600.00 6273,28 9873 . 28 
240N-RB 1. 80 3.14 4 . 94 5.41 
Reed Canarygrass 3600. 00 6273,28 9873.28 
240N-LRB 1. 80 3.14 4. 94 5,41 
Reed Canarygrass 2020.00 2020 . 00 
RH 1.01 1.01 1.11 
Reed Canarygrass 1487 ,60 1487.60 
RS and RG .74 .74 .81 
Smooth Brome 5459.87 5459.87 
120N-C'G 2.73 2.73 3.04 
Smooth Brome 4667, 75 4667,75 
120N-JSG -2.34 2.34 2.62 
Smoot h Brome 4299.99 4299.99 
120N- JSGE 2 . 15 2.15 2. l~O 
Smooth Brome 1640.00 3580, 87 5220. 87 
120N- H2G .82 1,79 2.61 2.91 
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'!'able 28 (cont i r111t~d) 
Grazine; llarve::;ted 'T'otal !lay 
Type of Forage DM m: DM :!:quiva l ent 
and Management Yield Yielcl Yield Yjcld 
Perennial Woraee;. { ~on ' L. ) 
3mooth Brome 161.J.o . oo JSP0,87 5220. 87 
120N-RB . 82 1. 70 2.61 2. 91 
Smooth Brome 16LW, 00 )580 . ~7 5220.87 
120N-LRB .n2 1. 79 2.61 2. 91 
Smooth Brome 7639,9s 76)9.95 
2LJ.ON- 3SG J .82 J. 82 I+ , 26 
Smooth Brome 2651.6J 5904. 76 8556, 39 
240N-H2 1. 3J 2. 95 lj. , 28 4.77 
'3mooth Brome 37J4. JI~ '~52J . 81 8?.58 .15 
240N- H1 1.87 2. 26 h . 1J 4 .60 
Smooth Br ome 26 51.6J 590lJ. . 76 8556,39 
240N-RB 1.JJ 2. 95 l~ . 28 lj., 77 
Smooth 3romP, 2651 .63 5901~. 76 8_556,39 
240N- LR !3 1.33 2.95 4. 28 4,77 
Smooth Brome 1820. 00 1820.00 
RH . 91 • <)1 1. 80 
Smooth Brome lJ5J. J8 1J5J.J8 
RS and RG .68 6R , 76 . -
Swi.tch~rass 679'1 .6A 670R.6R 
60N-CC J.40 J . l+O J . % 
Swifch~rasfi 1720. 00 1720. 00 
Rf! , 11() • 81'1 ,OR 
SwlLcherass 960, 00 960. 00 
RS and RC • lr-8 . 48 , 55 
i'all Fescue 'J?lh ,53 ?911: . 53 2IJ.Otf- JS lj. , 96 Ji . 0( SJ" 
Tall F'eficue )<)L17 . I i 7 ?IJ-5) . 1 ri 1111ori . r-.f; 
21rnN- 'f2 1. 97 J.7J "· 70 ( , l1h 
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Table 28 (conttnued) 
Grazing llarvested Total Hay 
Type of Forage Dr DM DM Equivalent 
and Management Yield Held Yield YiP-ld 
Perennial ~orage~ ~Con ' I • ) 
'T'all Fescue ~5fi4. 71~ 'Y""tf 2 . 2~ 11 lifi'? . 02' 
240N-H1 2.78 2. n5 5,73 6 .4? 
Tall Fescue 3~1~7. 47 74 5J.10 111+00 .66 
240N-R3 1. 97 J . 7J 5. 70 (,, • It It 
'T'al l Fescue 3947 . 47 7453 . 19 111.ioo. 66 
240N-LRB 1. 97 3.7J 5. 70 6 . 1~11 
Tall Fescue 2339.74 2JJ9. 74 
RH 1. 17 1.17 1. 32 
Tall F'escue 1730,77 
RS and RC . 87 
Supplementa l Forages 
Corn Stalks 5200 . 00 5200 .00 
A-CG 2.60 2.60 
Corn Stalks 231-1-0 . 00 2340. 00 
A-HF l.17 1.17 
Corn Stalks 2£360 . 00 2860. 00 
A- HSH 1 . 10 1. 43 
Corn Stalks 11-807 . 29 ~807 . 29 
B- CG 2. 40 2. hO 
r.orn Stalks L1079.88 720 , 00 4799.88 
B- H!i' 2. 0h • JI) 2. 40 
'~or n Stalks 3920. 00 fl80 , 00 4ROO . OO 
ll- 'fSH 1. 96 , 114 ? . 40 
F'orage Sorghum 13500. 00 13500, 00 
A-SPF 6 . 75 r> , 75 
Forage Sorghum 1624. 911 8202 . 00 QP27 . 55 
A- HSC . 81 I~ , 10 h. 91 
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Tabl e 28 (conLinued) 
Grazing Harvested Tota l Hay 
1'y pe of Forage DM m• DM Equivalent 
and Manage me nt Yield Yield Yleld Yield 
Su1>pl "men~,al For:i.cc~. (r:on •t . ) 
Ti'orace Sor6hum 121L;O. 00 12140. 00 
n- SPF' 6,07 6 . 07 
l"orage Sorghum 14-S8. JO 7375. 29 ~R4J . 59 
U- HSC . 7J J . r;9 l+ , h2 
Crain Sorghum Stubble 4J19. 95 4J19. 95 
A- CC 2. 16 2.16 
Grain Sorghum Stubbl e 3900, 00 3900 , 00 
~-CC 1. 95 1. 95 
Sorghum Sudan fl160 . 1'+ 8160. 14 
A- AG L~ . 08 4. 08 
Sor ghum Sudan '3020 . 56 8020. 56 
A- SPF 4 . 01 I} , 01 
Sorghum Sudan 7440,00 74L~O . 00 
n-AG J.72 J . 72 
~orgh um Sudan 7218. 57 7218 . 57 
B-SPF J . 6 1 
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Table 29. Total diges t jble nutrient and d igestible protein percent ages on 
a dry matter basis assumed for feedsa 
Pasture Hay Silage 
Percent Percent. Percent Percent Percent PercenL 
Feed TDN DP TDN DP TDN DP 
Birdsfoot Trefoil 75 , 0 16 .1 61. 0 10.7 
Oats 6) .5 9.4 55.0 4.4 58 . 0 5,5 
Alfalfa -Grass 62. 0 15. 0 57. 0 12. 2 
Smooth Brome 66 .5 10.5 57,0 7.4 
Orchard grass 65, 5 11. 5 57 , 0 6. 5 
Reed Canarygrass 66. o 9.1 ,56 . 0 6. 3 
Tall Fescue .58 . 0 10.1 53 , 0 6 .8 
Kentucky Bluegrass 62.2 9.6 
Sorghum Sudan AG 66 . 5 6.6 
Sorghum Sudan SPF 63.0 6.3 
Forage Sorghum SPF 53.5 2.2 
Crain Sorghum Stubble 58. 0 2.6 
Corn St alks 58, 5 2.8 
Crown Vetch 60. 4 15.6 
Corn 70. 0 h.9 
St raw 52.0 1.4 
Switchgrass 50 .0 8, 0 
Forage Sorghum 55 ,6 2.3 55,5 2. 5 
&source a National Academy of Sciences (28). 
'T':i.bl0 JO. Monthly distribution of total digestible nut rients and digestible 
protein for gralled forages used in our plan 
'T'ype of Forage 
and Management Jan . Febr . Mar. Apr. May 
Perenntal Forages 
Alfalfa-Crass 'rDN 474.JJ 









Alfalfa-Grass TDN 233 . 08 58. 25 
H2-R~O DP 56 . 08 14. 02 
Alfalfa-Crass TDN 233.08 58.25 
H2- RBGN DP 56 . 08 14.02 
Alfalfa-Crass TDN 291. )6 58 . 25 58. 25 
H2-Rl3GD DP 70.10 14.02 14. 02 
Alfalfa-Crass TDN 26 5. 56 66 . 37 
H2-LRBO DP 6J.84 15. 96 
Alfalfa-Crass 'I'DN 265. 56 66 . J7 
H2- LRBN DP 6J. 84 1.5. 96 
Alfalfa-Crass TDN JJ1. 97 66 . J7 66 . J7 
H2-LRBD DP 79. 81 16 . 96 15. 96 
Alfalf a..{;rass TDN 
RH DF 
Alfalfa-Crass 'I'DN 
RS and RG DP 
Birds foot Trefoil TDN 94 , 99 
ex; DP 20 .IH 
Birdsfoot Trefoil 'T'DN 
SP1 DP 
88 
June July Aug. Sept . Oct . Nov . Dec . Total 
607 .14 l~74. J2 399. LO 159.77 367.48 2482.47 
11~ .0R 111~.12 %.1 0 J8.44 88.42 597.28 
533.79 41~9. 50 160. 54 43) .45 1577.28 
128.42 108.15 38.62 104,29 379. 48 
448.48 160.17 432.14-5 1041.10 
107 . 90 38.54 104.04 250.48 
608.64 432.45 104.09 
146 .44 104.04 250.48 
432 .45 4)2.45 
104. 04 104. 04 
58 .25 116. 57 23). 07 699. 22 
14.02 28 . 05 56, 08 168.25 
174. 82 233.07 699. 22 
42. 06 .56 ' 08 168.24 
291. 36 699. 22 
70.10 168. 24 
66 .37 1J2. 82 265 . .56 796,68 
15. 96 31. 93 6J. 84 191. 53 
199.17 265. 56 796,66 
47. 89 63. 84 191. 53 
331. 97 796 .68 
79. 81 191. .54 
189.77 2J9.71 159.81 139. 71 729.00 
45. 66 57,67 38.45 33.64 175,42 
240,00 160.00 140.00 540, 00 
58. 06 JB.71 3). 87 130.64 
683,93 626. 93 480.65 J03. 97 159. 98 2350,45 146. 98 1J4.7J 103. 29 65.32 J4.J8 505. 11 
361. 40 855.95 512.57 J04.J4 208. 2) 221~2 . 49 
77.67 183.94 110.15 6 5. 40 44,75 481. 91 
Table 30 (continued) 
Type of Forage 
and Management Jan . Febr. Mar . Apr. May 
Per ennial For~es {Con' t . ) 
Birdsfoot 1'ref oil TDN 6J . 98 664.77 
SP2 DP 1) . 71~ 142 .86 
Birdsfoot Trefoil TDN 
H1 -SP2 DP 
Birdsfoot ~refoil TDN 287 . 21 71 . 78 
H1- RBO DP 59,71 14 . 92 
Birdsfoot Trefoi l TDN 287. 21 71. 78 
H1 -RBN DP 59, 71 14. 92 
Birdsfoot 'T'refoil 'T'D N 359. 0J 71. 78 71. 78 
H1-R13D DP 74.64 14. 92 14.92 
Birdsf oot Trefoil TDN ))2 . 1~9 83.10 
H1-LRDO DP 66.76 16.69 
Birdsfoot Trefoil 'T'DN JJ2.49 8J . 10 
Hl-LRON DP 66 . 76 16.69 
Birdsfoot 'T'refo ll 'T'DN 415.64 8J . 10 8J . 10 
H1-LRBD DP 8J .46 16.69 16 .69 
Birds foot Trefoil TDN 
RH DP 
Birdsfoot Tref oil 'T'DN 
RS and RG DP 
Crown Vetch 'l'DN 360.62 
CG DP 93 . 11.i. 
Crown Vetch 'T'DN 
RH DP 
Crown Vetch TDN 
RS and RG DP 
Kent ucky Bluee;rass 'T'DN JOJ . 68 
a:; DP 47 , 02 
Ke ntucky Bluegrass TD~ 49J . 2J 
60N- D:; DP 76 , 37 
J une July Aug. Sept. Oct . Nov . Dec . Total 
)41.88 511 .82 399,86 191. 93 2174.24 
7J.47 109. 99 85. 93 41. i.s 535. 92 
304. 55 480. 88 400. ?J 192 . 35 1378. 51 
65.45 103 . 34 86 .12 41.34 296 . 25 
71.78 143.65 287. 21 861.63 
14.92 29.86 59. 71 179. 12 
215.43 287. 21 861.63 
44. 79 59. 71 179.13 
359. 03 861.63 
74.64 179, 12 
83.10 166 . 30 JJ2 .49 997.48 
16.69 J3 . 39 66 . 76 200. 29 
249. J9 JJ2.49 997.47 
50. 08 66.76 200 .29 
41.5.64 997. 48 
8J . 46 200. 30 
190.32 240.J..i.1 160. 27 140. 24 731. 24 
40. 90 51.66 34.44 J0 . 14 157, 14 
239. 98 159, 99 139, 99 639, 96 
51, 51 J4. J4 J0 . 05 115. 90 
721 .25 531.44 415. 56 2J9. 75 2268,62 
186 . 28 1)7. 26 107 . 33 61. 92 585. 93 
190 ,54 2L,1-o .67 160.45 11~0 . 39 732. 05 49. 21 62. 16 41.44 J6 . 26 189. 07 
239. 99 159, 99 1J9. 99 539. 97 61. 99 41 , J2 36 .16 139,47 
303.68 132,86 79. 92 159. 83 79. 92 1059,89 47.02 20. 57 12. J7 24, 75 12,37 16Li. . 10 
569.11 227. 64 95 .85 JOJ. 5J JOJ. 53 1992. 89 88.12 35. 25 14.84 47. 00 47 . 00 J08, 58 
Table JO (continued ) 
Type of Forage 
and Management Jan . Febr . Mar. Apr, May 
Perennial Forages ~ Con ' t . ~ 
Kentucky Bluegrass 1'DN 411.01 570. 10 
60N-JS DP 7.43 R8 . 27 
Kentucky Bluegrass 'rDN 
RH DP 
Kentucky nluegrass 'T'DN 
RS and RG DP 
Orchardgrass 'T'DN 47 . 92 607 . 05 
120N-a; DP 8 . 07 102 . 23 
Orchard.grass TDN l~R . 10 609. 22 
120N- 3SG DP 8 .10 102. 59 
Orchard.grass 'T'DN 48 .09 609. 09 
120N-3SGE DP 8 . 09 102 . 57 
Orchard.grass 'T'DN 
120N-H2 DP 
Orchard grass TDN 38h. 01 95 , 97 
120N-RBGD DP 58 .80 14. 70 
Orchard grass TDN J84 . 01 95 , 97 
120N-RBGN DP 58.80 14. 70 
Orchard.grass TDN 480. 04 95 . 97 95, 97 
120N- RB:;D DP 73. 50 14. 70 14 . 70 
Orchard.grass TDN 438. 79 109.66 
120N- LRBO DP 65 . 23 16 . JO 
Orcha rdgrass TD~ 438 . 79 109,66 
120N-LRBN DP 65 . 23 16 . JO 
Orchard.grass TDN 54P . 51 109,66 109.66 
120N-LRBD DP 81. _5L~ 16 . JO 16 . )0 
Orchard.gr ass 'l'DN 72.o6 R55, 69 




June July Aug , Sept .. Oct . Nov. Dec , Total 
665. 12 480. 09 240,05 196.0J 2199.40 
102. 98 74. J3 37 .17 JO . JS 31-10. 53 
190. J8 240 ,4R 160 ,32 140 . 28 7J1. 46 
29.48 J7 . 23 24.82 21. 72 113. 25 
240 , 00 160. 00 140. 00 540.00 
37.15 24 .77 21.67 BJ . 59 
607, 05 341.47 2J9.62 319. 50 159,75 2J22.J6 
102. 23 57 , 50 40. 35 53.80 26 . 90 J91.08 
609. 22 190.38 256 . 51 350. 70 96 .19 2160. 31 
102, 59 32. 06 1-i-) . 20 59, o6 16. 20 363.80 
609.09 256 .46 192 . J4 168. JO 96 . 17 1979. 54 
201 . 57 4J . 19 32.39 28.34 16. 20 JJJ . 39 
255 , 97 349. 96 95, 99 701. 92 
4J. 11 58. 9J 16. 16 118. 20 
95,97 192. o6 J84. 01 11.52. 02 
14.70 29. 41 58.80 176. 41 
288. 04 384,01 11 52.0J 
44. 10 58.80 176. 40 
l.i.80 . 04 1152. 02 
73,50 176.40 
109.66 219. 1.J.6 4J8. 79 1316 . J6 
16. JO J2.62 65. 23 195,68 
329. 12 1~38 . 79 1316. J6 
48 .93 65. 23 195,69 
548. 51 1)16. Jli 
81. 54 195,68 
1045, 99 475,37 224.17 574.45 320. 25 3567. 99 176 .14 80. 05 37. 75 96 . 74 5J . 9J 600 ,84 
224.04 574.04 320. 02 11 18. 10 
37. 73 96 ,67 53.89 188. 29 
Table JO (continued) 
Type of Forage 
and Management Jan, Febr, Mar, Apr , May 
Perennial Forages (Con' t . ) 
Orchardgrass TON 
240N- H1G DP 
Orchardgrass 'T'DN 11-70,42 117.57 
240N-RBCO DP 72 , 03 18 . 00 
Orchardgrass TDN 470.42 117. 57 
240N-RBGN DP 72 . 03 18 . 00 
Orchard.grass TDN 588 . o6 117' 57 117 ' 57 
240N-RDGD DP 90 . 04 18 .00 18 , 00 
Orchard.grass 'T'DN 5o6 .10 126.49 
240~-LRBO DP 75. 23 18 , 80 
Orchardgrass TON 5o6 . 10 126 . 48 
240N-LRBN DP 75 . 23 18, 80 
Orchard.grass TON 632, 66 126 . 49 126 . 49 




RS and RG DP 
Reed Canarygrass 'J'DN 95, 96 .569. 7L1-
120N-CX: DP 12. 72 75 , 52 
Reed Canarygrass TON 
120N- H2C DP 
Reed Canarygrass TDN 399. )4 99. 80 
120N- RBGO DP 52 . 93 1J. 2J 
Reed Canarygrass TON )99. 34 99, 80 
120N-RBGN DP 52 , 93 1).23 
Reed Canarygrass TDN 499,19 99,80 99, 80 
120N- RBGD DP 66 . 17 1J . 2J 1). 23 
Reed Canarygrass TDN 456 .4) 114, 07 
120N-LRBO DP 59 ,71 14. 92 
94 
June July Aug, Sept., Oct , Nov . Dec. 'T'ot.al 
224.14 448. 27 574.34 320.19 1596,94 
37. 74 75.49 96 . 72 53. 92 263, 87 
117. 57 235. 28 470.42 1411. 26 
18.00 J6, 0J 72.0J 216. 09 
352.85 470.42 1411. 26 
_54.0J 72 .03 216.09 
588.06 1411. 26 
90 . 04 216. 08 
126. 49 25J . 1J 5o6 , 10 1518.Jl 
18,80 37,63 75. 23 225.69 
379,61 5o6 . 10 1518.31 
_56 .4J 75, 23 225.69 
632 ,66 1518. Jl 
94. 05 225.69 
190, 26 2h0.32 160. 21 140.19 730,98 
32.04 L~O . 47 26 . 98 23.61 12J .10 
239, 99 159, 99 140, 00 539.80 
41.04 27 ,36 23 . 94 92,24 
569, 74 J60. 8J J03 .86 351. 84 271 . 88 2523.85 
75, 52 47. 83 40. 28 46 ,6J 36 , 04 334. 54 
255, 82 391 .73 95. 93 743 .48 
33 , 91 51. 92 12.72 98. 55 
99.80 199,73 399, J4 1198. 01 
13.23 26 .48 52, 93 158.80 
299.53 399. J4 1198. 01 
39,70 52, 93 158,79 
499,19 1197, 98 
66 .17 158,80 
114. 07 228. 28 1~56 , 43 1369, 28 
14. 92 29.87 59, 71 179,13 
·ra.ble JO (continued) 
'T'ype of Forage 
and Management Jan, Febr . Mar . Apr . May 
Perennial Forages ~Con' t · l 
Reed ~anarygrass TDN 456. l~J 114 . 07 
120N-LRBN DP 59,71 14 . 92 
Reed Canarygrass 'rDN 570. 57 114.07 114. 07 
120N-LRBD DP 74.64 v~ . 92 14. 92 
Reed Canarygrass 1'DN 79. ~ 7 59. l;J } 
2l}ON-JGGB DP 11 . J7 108.01 
Reed Canarygrass 1'DN 80.04 760. 40 
240N-JSC DP 11 . 1~ 108 . 12 
Reed Canarygrass 'T'DN 
240N-H2C DP 
Reed Canarygrass 1'DN 
240N- H1G DP 
Reed Canarygrass TDN 529. 36 1J2. JO 
240N- RDGO DP 70 . 16 17 . 54 
Reed Canarygrass TON 529,36 132.30 
240N-RBGN DP 70 . 16 17. 54 
Reed Canarygrass TON 661. 7J 132. JO 132.30 
240N-Rl3GD DP 87.71 17. 54 17 . 54 
Reed Canarygrass TON )64.69 141 . 13 
240N-LRBO DP 73 .88 18 .J.'6 
Reed Canarygrass TDN ,564 .69 141.13 
240N-LRBN DP 7J .88 18, LI(, 
Reed G1narygrass TDN 705 . 90 141.13 141. 13 
2L~ON - LnP.D DP 92 . 35 1e .46 18. 46 
Reed Canarygrass TDN 
RH DP 
Reed Canarygrass 1'DN 
RS and RC DP 
Smooth Brome 'T'DN 47 . 95 607 , l}2 
240N- CX:: DP 7 , 57 95 , 91 
June Jul y Aug . Sept . Oct . Nov , Dec, 'T'otal 
342.)6 4_56 . 43 1369, 29 
44.79 59,71 179.13 
570. 57 1369. 28 
74.64 179.12 
911. 57 J8J.ll2 415.81 671.69 375. 83 3598.32 
129,61 54,57 59.12 95. 50 53 • Li.4 511. 02 
760,40 570. JO 256 .13 ()72 ,35 J76. 21 3t17_5, 83 
108,12 81, 09 J6.42 95,60 5J .40 l~<)JI . 21 
256 . 55 673 ,44 J7!; ,R1 13o6, 80 
36.48 95 , 75 53 , 58 185.81 
288. 00 543 .98 671 . 98 375, 99 1879. 95 
28 .47 53 ,77 66 .42 37 . 16 185.R2 
132. 30 261+ .?6 529, 36 15.'38 . 08 
17,54 35, 09 70. 16 210.49 
397. 06 529, 36 1588. 08 
52.63 70.16 210.49 
661. 73 1588. o6 
87. 71 210. 50 
141.13 282. 1~3 _564.69 1694. 05 
18.46 )6 , 95 73.BR 221.63 
423. 55 _564 .69 1694, 06 
55 .41 73 .88 221.63 
705, 90 1694 . 06 
92. J5 221.62 
190,85 241. 07 160. 71 140. 63 7J3 . 26 
27. 14 34. 28 22. 85 20. 00 104. 27 
240 ,00 160. 00 140, 00 540 .00 
34.1 2 22 . 75 19. 91 76,78 
607. 42 JL~l.67 239, 77 319.69 159,85 2323 . 72 95 ,91 53, 95 37.86 50. 48 25. 24 366. 92 
'T'a hlA JO (conti nued) 
Ty Pf' of fi'or age 
and Manageme nt, Jan, Febr, Mar, Apr . May 
Perennia l For ages { Con ' t . ~ 
Smooth Brome 'T'DN 48 , 01 608 . 17 
120N- JSG DP 7,58 96 . 0J 
Smooth Brome 'T'DN 47, 93 607, 09 
120N-JSGE DP 7 , 57 95 ,86 
Smooth Br ome 'T'DN 
120N- H2G DP 
Smooth Rrorr.e 'T'DN 352.65 8R. 1J 
120N-RRO DP 53 . 72 1) .4J 
Smool,h Br ome 1'DN 352.6 5 8B . 1J 
120N- RBN DP 53 , 72 13 .43 
Smoo':.h nr orr.e TDN l~0 . 84 98 . l J 88 . 13 
120N-RRG D DP 67. 13 13.LO 1J . 1~3 
Smooth Brome TDN 396 .45 99, 08 
120N- LRBO DP 59. 73 14 . 93 
Smooth Brome TDN 395 .45 99. 08 
120N- LRDN DP 59, 73 14. 93 
Smooth Br ome 'T'"ON 495, 59 99, 08 99. oe 
120~-LRBD DP 74.67 14 . 93 14. 93 
Smooth Br ome 'T"DN 79, 96 854. 58 
240N-JSG DP 12. 63 134 . 94 
Sm0o t. h llr ome 'T'ON 
2l~ON-H? DP 
Smoot.h Br ome 'T'DN 
2l~ ON-H1 DP 
Smoot,h Brome 'T'DN 463 , 37 115. 81 
240N- RRCO DF 70, 59 17 , 611-
Smooth Brome '!'DN 46J . 37 115. 81 
2l~ON-RBCN DP 70 , 59 17. 64 
Smooth Brome TDN 579. 24 115.81 115 . 8 1 
240N-RBGD DP 88 . 24 17.64 17.64 
June July Aue;. Sept . Oct. Nov . Dec. Total 
608.17 175.25 256 . 07 350. 10 96 . 03 2141. 80 
96 . 0J 27 .67 L~0 . 43 55. 28 15 .16 338. 18 
607.09 255.62 191. 71 167.75 95.86 1973.05 
95 ,86 40.36 30. 27 26 .49 15. 14 311. 55 
254. 54 348. 00 95.45 697. 99 
40. 19 54,95 15. 07 110. 21 
88. 13 176.38 352.65 1057,94 
1).43 26 .87 53. 72 161.17 
264. 51 352 ,65 1057. 9L~ 
40. 29 53. 72 161. 16 
41+0. 81.+ 1057, 94 
67.15 161.16 
99.08 198. 28 396 .45 1189.34 
14.93 29.87 59. 73 179. 19 
297.37 396 .45 1189.35 
44. 80 59. 73 179.19 
495.59 1189. 34 
74. 67 179. 20 
759.6J 550. 73 207. 89 545 ,73 303 .85 3302.37 
119. 95 86. % J2.8J 86 .17 l~7 . 98 521 . 46 
208. 09 546. 23 304.13 1058.45 
32.86 86 . 25 48 . 02 167, 13 
256 . o6 381.j. . 09 5L~ . 12 304, 07 1490.JIJ. 
40.43 60.65 86 . 24 48 . 01 2J5. J3 
115.81 231. 75 463 . 37 1)90. 11 
17,64 35 .JO 70, 59 211. 76 
347. 56 463.37 1390. 11 
52. 94 70. 59 21 1. 76 
579. 24 1390. 10 
88. 24 21 1. 76 
1'able 30 (continued) 
1'y pe of Forage 
and Management Jan . Febr. rt.ar . Apr , May 
Perennial Forage~ (can' t .) 
Smooth 3rome "'DN 503 ,73 125. 89 
240N-LREO DP 75,90 18. 97 
Smooth Brome TDN 50J . 73 125.89 
240 1-LRBN DP 75, 90 18. 97 
Smooth Bron:e TDN 629,69 125.89 125.89 
zl~ON-LRBD DP 94.88 18. 97 18. 97 
Smooth Brome "'DN 
RH DP 
Smooth Brome l'DN 
RS and RC DP 
Switchgrass 1'DN 




RS and RG DP 
Tall Fescue 'T'DN 66 . 55 790.30 
240N- 3SG DP 11.59 137 , 62 
Tall Fescue '!'DN 
240N- H2G DP 
1'all Fescue 'T'DN 
240N- H1G DP 
'T'all Fescue TDN 501.65 125. 37 
2LWN- RDGO DP 83 ,76 20.93 
'T'all Fescue TDN 501.65 125. 37 
240N- RBGN DP RJ . 7~ 20. 93 
'T'all Fescue 'T'DN fi27 ,09 125.31 125. 37 
2hON- RBGD DP 101~ . 71 20 ,93 20 .93 
Tal l F'escue TDN s1n . 16 135, 75 
2L~ON-LRBC DP 89. 59 22. J9 
100 
June July Aug . Sept . Oct . Nov , Dec . Total 
125.89 251. 94 503, 73 1511.18 
18.97 J7. 96 75, 90 227.70 
J77 .83 50J . 7J 1511. 18 
:/> . 93 75, 90 227. 70 
629,69 1 _511. 16 
94 .88 227, 70 
189. 01 238. 7L~ 159, 16 139, 27 72t, . V3 
29.84 37 ,70 25. 1) 21. 99 11h.66 
240. 00 160. 00 140, 00 5l~O . 00 
37. 89 25. 26 22 .11 f\5 . 26 
252. 91 487. 47 487.47 471. R5 1699,67 
40.46 77. 98 77 . 98 75. 48 271 . 90 
11 t. 92 t l~1 . 37 94. 25 82.47 4J0. 01 
17. 90 22.61 15.08 13 . 19 68 .78 
106 .67 71. 11 62. 22 240, 00 
17. 07 11. J8 9, 95 38.40 
79n,30 537 .40 231. :.?5 6~~ . 91 ·y~r., . O? 339') .. 77 
1J7,h2 137,62 9J, 5R 1.i n, 27 109,52 590 . ~ 
221~ . 26 62J . J1 342. 99 1190 . 56. 
30, 05 108 , 51~ 59,73 207,32 
~?J . 05 464.19 6L~5 . ('l° JI~ .) . 97 1737. 29 
47 . 55 R0,83. 112.33 ~1. 01 ) 02. 23 
125.37 250 , 90 501.65 1 501 ~ . ')4 
20. 93 ,, 1, 8? q3 . 76 251. 29' 
376. 27 50 . 65 t~nh . 94 
62.83 83. 76 251. 29 
627. 09 1 .)0.' ~ . 93 
104. 71 251. 29 
135,75 271.6(. 5'0 .16 11 ,.,9. 47 
22. 39 l 1J~ . P.1 89.59 2f;<1 , 77 
'T'ab) e )0 (continued) 
'T'y pe o-f Forage 
and !1~anagement Jan. Febr. Mar . Apr. May 
Perenn ial Foraees ~Con ' t . ) 
Tall Fescue 'T'DN .51-JJ .15 1J5.75 
2l~ON-LRBN DP Pn , 5') 22 . J') 
Tall Fescue TDN 678 , ?f' 135. 7': 1J5. 711 
240N- LRBD DP 111. ~9 " 0 .... () ·-·-. _) ,, 22 .J9 
'T'all Fescue TON 
RH DP 
Tall Fescue 'T'DN 
RS a nd RC DP 
Annual Crops and Crop Refuse 
Cornstalks 'T'DN 90. 87 
A-01 DP 4. 35 
Cornstlks TDN 95, 85 
A-02 DP 4.59 
Cornstalks TDN 109.8? 
A-Nl DP 5,25 
Cornstalks TDN 84. OI~ 
B- 01 DP 4,02 
Cornstalks TDN 88 , 04 
B-02 DP 4. 21 
Cornstalks TDN 101. 05 
B- N1 DP 4 .84 
Cornstalks TDN 72,00 
B- HF'01 DP J .44 
Cornstalks TDN 75, 00 
R-HF02 DP J , 59 
Cornstalks TDN 147.98 
11 - 'ISHNl DP 7,08 
Cornstalks TDN 147. 98 J8 . 01 
B- HSHN2 DP 7.08 1.82 
102 
June July Aug . Sept:. , Oct . Nov, Dec , Total 
1i07. 111 510 .1r 1"2'). 47 
t7 , "0 9') • .'.JS' 26q ,77 
G7r . 95 t62C:. 46 
111.'99 11~~ . 76 
190, 02 21~0 . OJ 160 . 02 140. 02 7)0 , 09 
JJ . 09 L~1. 80 27 . 86 24.38 127 . 13 
21rn . oo 1f>O . 00 140,00 5140 , 00 
1~1. 79 27. 86 24.)8 94. 03 
104.84 150 ,77 109.83 456 , 31 
5. 02 7. 21 5, 26 21.84 
209. 68 150. 77 456. JO 
10. 0) 7. 21 21.83 
104 , fU~ 241.63 4_56.JO 
5. 02 11. sis 21.84 
97. 05 139. 70 101. 05 421. 84 
4 ,64 11 ,68 4.8h 20. 18 
194 . 09 139.07 421 . 20 
9.29 iS ,65 20 .15 
97 .05 223 . 11 421.21 
4. 6L.i- 10.68 20.16 
82. 00 118 .01 86 . 00 358 . 01 
J.92 .5 . 65 4. 12 17 .13 
165. 01 118. 01 358. 02 
7. 90 5,65 17. lh 
38. 01 157. 99 3h3. 98 
1. 82 7. 56 16 , 46 
157, 99 Jl~J . 98 
7. 56 16. 46 
Table JO (continued) 
'l'y pe of Forage 
and Management Jan . Febr , Mar. Apr. May 
Annual Cro_Es and Cr oE Refuse {con' t . ) 
Ji'orage Sorghum TDN lt.47 . 00 119. 00 89. 00 
A-SPF DP 19. 11 5.09 J . 81 
Forac;e Sorp;hum TDN /.}01 . 97 107. 01 80, 0J 
B-SPF' DP 17. 19 4. 5.8 J . 42 
Forage Sore; hum TDN 
A- HSG DP 
Forage Sorghum TDN 
B-HSG DP 
Gra ln Sore;hum TDN 119.86 111 .87 
A-01 DP .5 . J? ) . 01 
Grain Sorghum TDN 192. 77 11). 86 
A-02 DP 8.64 5. 10 
Grajn Sorghum TDN 108. 23 100 . 22 
B-01 DP 4. 8.5 4.49 
Grain Sor ghum TDN 17J . J7 10). 22 
B-02 DP 8,64 5.10 
Sorghum Sudan 'T'DN 
A-AG DP 
Sorghum Sudan TDN 
B- AC DP 
SorGhum Sudan TDN 160 . 08 
A- SPF DP 16 . o6 
Sorghum Sudan 'T'DN 144. 11 
R-SPF' DP 11~ . 46 
1o4 
.June Ju l y Aug • Sept . Oct . Nov . Dec . 'T'otal 
1162. 00 1072. 00 2889. 00 
49.69 45 .84 123 . 24 
1044. 94 964. 01 2597. 96 
1.W ,68 41. 22 111. 09 
135, 52 271 . OLi. 4o6. rp 
5, 80 11 . 59 17. 39 
122.46 244. 91 367.37 
5. 24 10.47 15,71 
175.79 349.59 119.86 876 , 77 
7,88 15.67 5.37 39,30 
3;0. 58 219.74 846.91 
15. 72 9.85 39. 31 
159. JI~ 315,68 108 . 23 791.70 
7.14 14. 15 4.85 35,48 
316.68 198 .43 791 , 70 
11+ , 20 8. 90 35, 50 
89l~ . 05 1041. 2J 881. 09 1f)R , ?0 2984.57 
89.70 104.47 88.40 16.88 299.45 
f'15.17 949. 35 803. 30 153 . J6 2721 .18 
81. 79 95, 25 80.60 15. J9 273,03 
480. 25 980 , 50 1+00. 21 2021. 04 
48 .19 98 . 38 40.15 202.78 
Ji.2J. 34 882. 70 360. 29 1819.08 
4J .38 88. rp 36 .15 182.55 
105 
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APPENDIX Ds INPUT FORMS FOR INDIVIDUAL PRODUCER 
UTILIZATION OF MODEL 
11J 





'Jection 1. Ge neral Tnformation 
A. Land Base of t he farm . Inclurles boLh owned and rented Jand . 
1. Acres that can be continuously row cr opped 
(~lass A) 
2 . Maxlmum Sl ass A acres that can be placed 
in soybeans each year 
J. Estimat ed cash rent for Cl aes A 
J~ . Acres that must be placed. j n a rot.at lon 
(r.lass E) 
5. i.~aximum acre::; of r::lass n that can be 
placed 1n row crop::; 
6. Nax:Lrn11 rn acre::; of ':;las::; D that can be 
placed i n soybeans each year 
7. Es~. i mated cash rent for r:: l ass ~ 
P. , Acres that must be kept in i mproved 
permanent pas ture (Class C) 
9. Es Li maten car;h rent for Gl ass C: 
~ . Fixed Facj l i{ics 
1. Sil o cnpacit.y (in terms of corn silage) 
Sheller f or uccf cows 
r• 
~ . Size of beef hen.1 1 hat must be mai.nta1ned 















1000 /Head __ / 11ca.J 
___.22/!tead __ /Head 
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'-: ·d lon 2. Annual Crop Yfold ExpcctatJons -- Sxpected yields sho11ld 
conr: lder normal weather cond i tions , 
The yields should represent the avera~e of owned and rented land for each 
land class . rt is assumed that yields of oat grain, oa t hay , oat silage 


















































~o T_'u / A 
b.H Tnn/ A 
1. OJ 'ron/A 
.a Ton/A 






























'rh.· .T\)P rcsi.d11cf.; and s npplcmenLnl pa:--.fui·er: in 01ir mo•kl ;re li; L'"'l 1.x-loH . 
'T'he yi.eld:::. ejvcn :i.rf> in Lerins of tolal av~ilable dry ir.atlcr . Thos0 yleld::-
cnclosc1 in parentheses, ( ) , ap1n·ox.l rr.;i.tc field moj :;turc y c lds . .!'lace 
the y icl1 you wi~h lo have considered ln your model in the col um1 headed 
"Your rlan Total Dry ~·atter Available". If you do noL wbh +.o co11:::: trier 'n 
a lternalive in our plan , enter a yield of zero . 
116 
Our fla'1 Your Pl:rn 
'T'ot.al Dry Total D!:'y 
ratter Available ratter Available 
Cr op and Managemcn+, ":l as a -- Ton/Acre 'T'on/Acre 
t. Cornstalks A 2.60 
ConUnuous Graze ( J~. Qt") 
2. cornstalks A 2. 60 
Flail Chop-Enzile ( I+. 33) 
J. Cornstalks A 2. 60 
StakHand Harvest ( 3.96) 
/1 r, Cornstalks Il z.ho 
Continuous Craze ( J .f?) 
5. Cornstalks "Q ...; 2.ho 
Flail Chop-Snsll c ( 4.oo) 
6. Cornstalks :a 2.40 
St.akHanrj I!arvesL ( J. 65) 
7. Fo.cage Sor r;hum i. 6.75 
Stoc:kpilc Fall (17. 22) 
e. Foraee Sorghum T1 
""' fi , 07 Stockpile Fall (15. 04) 
'? . Forage Sorghum J\ , PJ 
SHage-Graze ( 2 . ~1) 
10 . Fora.Ge Sorghum .75 
!J ilacc-Graze ( 2 . . '.i'~ ) 
11. Grain Sorghum Stubble A 2. 1G 
Continuous Graze ( 2. 70) 
12. r,rai'1 Sor~hum Stubbl e :D 1. 95 
•".:onLj nuous Craze ( 2. 70) 
1J . Sore;hum Sudan L~. OR 
Alternate Graze (13 .60) 
111. Sorr;hum Sunan 3.72 




t'atter Ava i.lable 
Your Plan 




15. Sorghum Sudan 
::ltockpile Fall 




:cctlon l~ . Percnni.a1 li'ora,gc Yields 
I~ . 01 
(1J .J7) 
J .61 
(111 , lrJ}) 
'l'he percnni.a l -forages and their manac;cments considered in our plan and the 
total dry matter ::i.vailabl c , are lisLcd below , Place ~he number of those 
aHernatives thaL you do not wish to consider in the column headed , "Delete 
From Cur Plan", 1'o adjust the yie l ds respond with the appropri ate answer 
to the two ques Lions at the end of the list in Sect ion 7. 
Crop and Management 
Our Plan 
Yield 
Ton D. M. /Acre Hay Equivalen t 
A. Varieties and managements available on Cl ass ~ land 
1. Al fal fa-Grass 
Rotational Graze 
2. Alfal fa-Grass 
Harvest 1, Graze 
J . Alfalfa-Grass 
Harvest 2 , GrazP. 
11. Alfalfa-Grass 
Harvest 2 , Stockpile f or fall 
grazing 
5. Alfalfa-Grass 
Harvest J , Graze 
6, Bird.sfoot Trefoil 
r":onL inuous Graze 
?. Dlrdsfoot Trefoil 
Stockpile Early Summer 
J . 08 J . 50 
J,57 4. 06 
J , 57 4 , 06 
J . 57 4, 06 
J . J5 J .81 
2.41 2. 65 





Y1eld Delete From 
Crop arvl T>':anagem0n l Ton D • . ~ . /Acre Hay Eq11ivalent :Jur fl:in 
A DirdGfoot 1'refo1.1 
SLockpjlc Lo. le Snmrr.cr 2. 2J 2 .115 
C) . Birds foot Tref oi l 
Harvest 1, Stockpile Late Summer 2. J9 2.63 
10. Orchardgrass 
Continuous Graze , 120 lbs . . /A ?.77 J . 14 
11. Orchardgr ass 
3-Season Graze , 120 lbs. '·If A 2.39 2 . 71 
12 . 0rchardgrass 
J -Season Graze Early , 120 lb~; . 
N/A 2. 19 2 . Li8 
13. Orchardgrass 
lfarvest 2, 12<' lbs . r~/A ?.65 J . 00 
111 . Orcharderass 
) -Season Craze , 240 lbs . r/ A 11. 19 5. 03 
15. Or chard.crass 
Ha.rvcr> l 2 , Graze 240 lbs , N/A L~ . 67 5. 29 
16. Orc!-iardgrass 
Harvest 1, Graze ~arly 
?L~O lbs . r/ A 11 , 63 5 . 24 
17 . Reed Canarygrass 
r::ontJnuou'> Graze , 120 lbs . ~/A J . J8 J.70 
lP . need :::a.naryerass 
Harvest 2 , Graze 120 l bs . N/ A J .49 J . R2 
19. flecri r:::tnarygrass 
1 a.rvcst 1 , Round Bal e ') .... 
120 lbs . 11/ A J . '~9 J .92 
')o . need r.anaryerass 
J-3ca~on Craze P.~rly 
211() l oo , N/A l1 , 70 5.15 
21. Reed Canarygrass 
) -Season Graze , 2110 lbs . N/A I~ . 5h h , 97 
119 
Our Plan 
Yie l d .Dele tc From 
Crop and Ma nagement Ton D. r-~ . /Acre Hay Equivalent Our Plan 
22 . Reed Ca nary grass 
Harves t 2 , Cr a ze 240 lbs . N/A 4 . 94 5.1H 
2J . Reed Canaryerass 
Harves t 1, Graze 240 lbs , N/A 5 . 11 5, 60 
24 . Smooth .Brome 
Continuous Graze , 120 l bs . ~1/A 2. 7J J . ()/4 
25, Smooth Br ome 
J - Season C::raze , 120 l bs , N/ A 2. Jl~ 2 . 6;: 
2h , Smoolh Br omP. 
J-3rason Graze Earl y 
120 lbs , N/A 2 . 15 2 . 40 
Z? • Smooth Br ome 
Harves t 2 , Graze 120 lbs . N/ A 2. 61 2 . 91 
28 . Smooth Brome 
)-Season Graze , 2L1-0 l bs . N/A J . 82 l~ . 21) 
29. Smooth Brome 
Harvest 2 , Graze 211-0 lbs . N/A 11- , 28 4 . 59 
JO . Smoo th Brome 
Harvest 1 , Graze 240 lbs . N/A 4 , 1J 4 , 60 
31. SwHchgrass 
Continuous Graze , 60 lbs , N/ A J .40 J . Re1 
J ? . Tall Fescuc 
J-Season Graze , 21~0 l bs , N/A l1- . 95 5,59 
JJ . Tall Fes c ue 
Harvcs t 2 , Graze 240 lbs , .I/A 5 , 70 (:.. , l1-4 
Jlr . Tall Fes cue 
~!arvest 1 , Graze 21+0 lbs , N/A 5 . 7J 6 . 1~7 
n. Var ieties a nd Managements Ava ila ble on Cl ass c Land 
35. 3 irdsfoot Tr efoil 




Crop and Management Ton D.M. /Acre Hay Equivalent 
J6, ~irdsfoot Trefoil 
Stockpile Early Summer 
37 . Girdsfoot Trefoil 
Stockpile Late Summer 
J0 , ~irdsfoot Trefoil 
2 , JO 
2. 2J 
Harvest 1, Stockpile Late Sur'lmer 2.39 
J?. Cr own Vetch 
Continuous Craze J . 13 
40, Kentucky Bl uegrass 
Continuous Graze 1.112 
l~1 . Kent ucky Bl uegrass 
Contjnuous Graze , 60 lbs, N/il 2,67 
42. Kentucky Bl uegrass 
J-Season Graze , 60 lbs , N/A 2. 72 
Section 5. Grazing Durine Renova1ion Year 
A. ~lass B Land ; Cats harvested as grain 
1. Alfalfa-Grass 
?. Birdsfoot ~refoil 
J . Orchardgrass 
4 , Recd Canarygrass 
5. Smooth Brome 
f., , Switch Grass 








P. Class~ Land : Oats harvested as s1 laee 
8 , Alful:fa-Grasn 








J , 00 












1 " . 
11 
1 '." . 
1 J . 
,... , -
1 r: J. 
1 ., .. 
1 ..... 
-~ 1 • '"all r e::scuc 
".J . "::l: .. :- : Lanl : Ca I..:; harv~:>' ' ' 
"" ~ ; til:: ~00 !, Trofo; 1 '--· 
"" :!.i""'C'W t. ·:t..tch ,_, 
?I• :-:·~n ' .. ·· ...... ;~J " ltL~ .. , . I, ' - ···-· 
",. . .) . !J; :?.·]; f o;t '!'rcfc il 
zt . .:ro:rn 'fetch 
....... Kentucky J l uccr.J.. ,·. ' . 
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Our Plan 
" · ': 1'1 : _l cl. J -:·r, r: 
'T'0 11 "'J , '·./llc"'·.., ,. " S'.).'1>·1.],.,.,, "u~· fl :.tn 
' ':°''I 
(n 
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. 75 
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• 5.5 
.75 
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1 ~" ] 1, . • ""/ .. J 
i; 
~ . ~ .. • 1 ~; r:o r ,1 .: . .t"l · --
'',_rv~~1· 1 , rn11 rd 
.: ' ' f) 111• n /· . l / . ~ 
(. " ,(_.(\ I h _,J 'C•Ir.•.' 
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/1 . ?C' 
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.:r I"' ! • <JD p Prirn E'q)C" t nJ .i o r! ( 1-Jf'.\ ~ at Lhn ' !i'arr· 1 • 
" ur nan Your Plan 
::::orn !-•' 1, Cl7 / <u, / .... .. . . . 
Grain '1orch11n 1 • 6P. /B·• . /ro,J I . • 
'Jnyheans _ 5. JO /-;i,11 , /Bu. 
(;:) t t; 1. 00 /""u. /3u . 
~~y~y __:'.") , no /rcri , ,l""">n . 
:.'0,... l r r ': teer:.; ,, 5. rio /f" \•J I ' . l"';i I I J ' 
Fnr·irr " c 1.fcr". 111. II() /~:11 t . /cwt . 
; ·:11 -:ow.· ?_50 , 0C / :c H r:: c / ti:> i fcr 
Purdn s cn rte1,J '1C 13f 0.tl t ' le i rc-r::; 375. 00 /rr <; if•_ r /!c' fcJ: 
na t c of rctur1 en i. m e:::; L men L 
d0s ired ry'1f_ /Year 
_, f'·~ar I / 0 
Fit-~ ld :?re rara ll o 1 
(F1.ll er Spri ng) 
';hop "': t alks 
'":prPa'l P and K 
:'lcw 





fl u.'il 2 
'Jublc' :i 1 
. '< r-rP \·1 
··c' u·y ro 
"t}~i '."L 1 f' 
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Co:-.'- f er /\ere y ,)lff'3 :tor .\rr c 
('11r Plur Yo11r Flan ('•n· !'lan Your Pl:-•i 




( 1 \-t; /, __ _ , 70 1-irs . I 5) 
t --- . 17 hr~ . --:w 
- -
( "\ .. .,, __ _ . )5 l' r :> . ( / '• 
' 
, 
t . 17 'lr:. . ---
• 21 ( ? ) 
--
·~1 11 ·- ·- ( J)t --- -1 hr s . ( 
() 
~ ;i __ _ no ~ , .... ( n< . .. . 
?1 ~ • 1.'.) 
. J?' ( 1.1 ~ 
'.r ..... . 
~ 
~ 1 <"1 ·-·-- ( /~) ~ --- _'.)'l _!_d_ hr~· . I:·-•· 
lT ~ ~ .. r - l 1011Jr1 l r'"l lt'i n 011l:t ~-111: l a'•l'!" rc•-iui.'o"' r frr,r . 'l r lX" 1 2.1 .,:. - :·~ipJ-:._J , 
'Jo ::ic ' inc l •v1 " l!.c l abor rcq_uircii o r a c u .. 'orn orci·;:i,' v-- ·-·~ hi l":;' 1 1':l 1·'"-
j ·1b ".''.::1tdrc~ rrnrc i h ·rn <:'nr' !'1an , 
"•• ,.,..ri c· "rJ.•_ and ~ 1 ::.Ct: 1 '':le arplkrl i'i ' I plantnr !l'ar1.'T'0T .. ~ ·.10UJ..' rJ'.'l l . 
,. "•' ,,l_r'1·3. · 
"r•:il i. I" 
11a:1l 
' far .. ·r..,:-...,' -'~rL l.l ·1 , 1-.· 
:/j 11 '.hc..:::.i:.' .~o.-.. i... : .. 111..1 
~ T -r'\ . 1 .... 
...J( ... .. 1 ~ • 
-~.)1:iU •• 1. 
•·r.,il 
1 ·1, . 
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Plo.11I.i1 1C and rtt~ccl 
·~..-.1~ ! rol 
T'li n " ~ 
"( rn .. _._ 
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r; . ()(' 
r ' '.1 !.' Variahl c Cu::+· , ""l i!_,-; !·. 
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'..fi 11 ' rr":c .~n:"' t •, l:•'.) the :--nmc a::: 
(Y•· - 1 , 0 ; Nv - 2 . ") 
'J-;:' i 
~erf ·, i •:, .. r .in·:l l ·i rN.:: 
1 '.cr1 i f' i '1r; 
Tn:-•·r· I i , i ·i·' 
:' 1 ·<·~ - 11 .11r:' ,,._~c 
.. : . • l 1 '1 ll '( W' 
tq . 00 
2-S.-no 
7, no 
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')f') ~·r. . . ' 
'~11.>re ured o:-i '.:1.3.""' .1 L1 1•l? 
('~J) 
' 'k l,; ·1 ;e: ~ )n 
/?o 
\1- , __ _ 
( "> () \ 
\ (.., ,· I 
f30: 
( ".l1 \ 
\ .- I 
1,,.., \ 
".J'- / 
l ,.,. ·-. 
litem should include only the labor required tro~ the fixed labor supply. 
Do not include the labor required of a custom operator or hired labor 
because job required more than one man. 
2Houra of labor needed other than custom operator ard./or fixed labor supply 
because silage harvesting 1e considered to be at least a two-111&n job. 
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!o:~ I F'.JJ" Acre l'o u.!'.'; !'Pr .• · 1·c· 
n11r :Pl an Your Pl an (' 1r fl:~n " our rl.:\'1 
'Pie 1 1 P !:'Cf l r;1 '. j C'tl 
(F-ill or ::: pr; '1t:) 
~hop s talk:.; t ...... i• '1.l::'f, . 1:rs . • . )t •' r:;r :--cc./! ~ anrl Jf -:2P 
?low 1, 57 
-- --
':ubl 0 1.a] ~2 . 1.J.2 ... '1r·3 . hi,~ . ~ 
t:" .:._ ·1 1 ! rcp..-i..rJ. I l.nri 
( 51Jr j ' 1 ~: (' r. l:• ) 
t ~ hrs . h1 ... ~ . ~ --
= == 
'::11ht.0t ::i. l t~ ( 1'~ ) ,, () . (\ hr·.~ . ( 5 ~ hrc . 
rlant inc Oporat i onr-
Disk (2x)t1.oo + ..... ,, 11rs . hr ::; . . ~
( 6 ) T'bnl 1 -:hr ,.,0 . .._ 
----
:.:·1bt.0 1 a l ~ t. 6 1 ( \ 2)$ r:,/ 1. ~ '-tr~ . ( 7 I l • :r." • 
. ,,_, '· 1 Control 
: •a···1·0H ~·--=..n t . '1r ',r:· . ; ~i ht·s. j• • c.  D<"''ary ·roe r::x< • 7"1 ~(\ ~10 ~11 11 1 ·1 .1 I l 011 (:-ix 1 1.111 ~ 
-=-= 
':1 1ht ol. tl ~2 . 07 ( J,t ,,,.., ,, ;trs . hr..: . - -
i'm ve. I f ';1 a;.:~ :°\ 
r.orrbt nc t 1.57 .t • '1 C' h ~·<· f 11 l1r~ . 1raul .J3 ~ 12) 
=s --
Subtotal $1. ?2 ( l~ )t ~ } 1r'"" . (1J' hr. ,2 ' I 
l !for bictde appl ied w Hh planter attachment. 1n our plnn 
2Jtcm ~hould l nclu<l c onl y the la1Jor required f rom Lhe fiXE"i 1 a.bo:r :::;up}·ly . 
Do not inc l ude the l o.bor required of the cu:::;to:n opcrc~ 'or or h!rcd because 
job r equi red more lhun one ma n . 
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'.":oybeanc ( ( on tJ nw.:•l) Cost :Pe r Acre 1Tourc Pe r Acre 
Our Pl an Your :Pl an Cur Pl an Your Fl an 
Harvest I Gl ass n 
WJll Lhr::;c cosl.s ann f fold time reriulrcmenLs he Lile no.mr a:-- ll1osc 11;,cd for 





Custom Hire Cos ts , Cl as::; A and :P 
Fiel d pre pa.ration 
Pl anting a1~d weed 
control 
Harvest 
Olher Variabl e Costs , 
'";eed 
F'cr t U i ?.Cr and l ime 
Terbic ~de 
Insect 1 c idc 
l;rop Insurance 
Miscellaneous 
$0 . 00 
o.oo 
0 , 00 
'": l ass A 
ts .oo 
10. 00 
7 , 00 
o. oo 
11 , 00 
_ill 













(J2) __ hrs . 
(JJ) __ 
.-...:11 hr::·. . (Jli ; __ _ hrs . 1 
'.!Hl these cost.s be Ll,c came as on Cl ass A l and? (Yee. - 1.0 ; No - 2 . 0) 
(24) 
Seed 
Fcrlill::.er anrl 1 lmo 
·1crbit:iu•" 
J nsec 1 JI'.": illc 
Crop I 1~rnrance 





1 Hem should inc lude 0•1ly t.he l abor required fro ir, 1 ht f'iyr_ l l alJor ::;11p1 ly . 
Do not i ncl ude the l abor requircn of the custom operator or hirr:-d because 
j ob required more than rnc Man . 
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..!0:.;t. ?er Arre "our s Per Ac-cc 
Our Plan Your Plan Cur Flan Yo1ir fl~·~ 
"i' ir-1•1 Prr.rarat i ••r; 
( F'al l or <"' • ' .... pr ine,. 
Chor ::tal ks + , 57 ... . 17 hrs . l1rs . " ,, S11reak p and I~ ~ -:11 
Flo1· 1. 57 , 50 
--
'-:1111! o Lal ~2 . IJ2 .... ?0 1-irs . '1rs . ,. -·-·-
Fi· 11 Pre rc.t i.on 
~pr i TJC only/ 
o· r ... . 50 ~ . t';' hr.: . l , I t 
"pf]~· ' T .3R -:-IP" 
-- --
'.::ul' n' :il ti . co. ( 1 \ti . )5 i..irs . ( 4\ !1~,s . 'I I 
I'1 ::.!l '. r --v C:..,icr.al i'ms 
!)·j I· ..... • .50 .17 hrc , r.r~ . Pl~ ~I 1 i' -:""5T -:2f ( 5, 
==-- -
~.1; ~") i 3] .~ 1 11 ( 2)$ -=.Z 'ir.3 . ( 6) \..r--,,_. __ \ 
' -.''··~. ] '!o:,i.roJ 
:'ct!.TO\I ... '>( .... • ()0 11rc. . ( 7' 1 ,. • i' . - r' ~ .... -.. , lu I ' on I 1 , hr:' .1; 8~ ~., \ r:: < '1 11 1 I ..t. ' • c~ ( ---c'\"? ~ > \ ~4 .. , _:__,,:{_ ' 91 
= --
,. '., ' '. a, '· 1 ~ 1 I "' \ ~. ,...., 1 ...... '1"''" • _._. ___ - - . . , 
~~01r:b inc 
,. 1 (0 "/"\'"' / , . a11 . , • -· _. / U\1 .. I 
Combinine a nrl hau l j ·i._: 
l!ar vr·r- t - Gra " •1, '""l a;:-- " 
~2 . J2 
r.TR' 
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(10 ; ~ ---
,.,,. 1 , ....... '22' . . ........ . . 
~ (23) -·--
--
1. 07 !1r :: . (24~ 
"!i ll P 'lec.c cos ~ :: a.nil ·f i.r..~ ln 1.imr rcq1dr0 111e nis be ' he s~1 1.e 
"la~3 A l nn1l ? (Yes - 1 . 0 ; :·ro - ;' . 0) 
2.S l f:o~~L: 
~or11 i rie 
lf.:i.•t1 (0 . 0ClP/1m , ) 
t ---
(11 , ~---
Dry~ n.::: r~o~·f L•l ! Y 10 i ·0 i .1l.::; 
/b~J . mois lllre r e moved $ . or /bu . (12 )·~---
! "l C' 11 pre p.-i.ra t. ·i cm 
Pl a t. I Jn:::; n.nrl we~d 
con-f J'f"l l 
'Tarvef: t 
Ct.her '!ariabl c Cor:'e , 
:1CC'rl 
li'(' r' i l j 2rr n.11•! 1 11"'"' 
"•" r" i c- j ,1,, 
Tnn0r f i l" \ ·Jc 
i;ro J' T 11 r.11ran1~0 
" i :-:r, 1 Li n• )Ot t ~~ 





2° .. 00 
7 . 00 
J . (\(\ 
J , 00 
. 25 
(1J )t __ 




f 0 ) 1 ) 
---
(25 ) __ _ 
C" " h 1~s , ~26 ~ ... ) · ~ 27 , 
===-= 
1. 00 1 1 1 :~· • (28 ) 
I ,. 
11 .... 1 
~ . 
hr::: , 
l i .r.·~ 1 . . . 
1 rt.i} ·~ c hc.>tt l d inc l ud e only Lile l ab0r r 0q1 1l r e cl fro rn t he fi xP. r.l la.l.or :..uyply . 
Do w1 '. ·i r10 l ude t. l-te 11bor r e qu -lrerl of l'ir:? r us t om oper Lt or or 11 :rc d :.: c: cn ; 1~0 
j o h r equ :lrcn mrrre L ban one mLtn . 
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Grain Sorghum (continued2 Cost Per Acre Hours Per Acre 
Our Plan Your Plan Our Plan Your Plan 
\fj 11 "':.he:--e co::; tc 111~ i" be same as thoce on r::lass A l and ? 
(Yes - 1. 0 ; no - 2 . 0 ) (29 ) 
'Jced 
Fcrt j Jizcr and l lll'c 
trcrbir~id0 
Tn:--cr- L fr j h 
"'ror ,.11::-urancc 
'·; .. ,ce l 1ancou:~ 
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':!o::;I F ~r Ar;rc Houri:: Per .\en" 
Our !1la!1 Yonr Plan ~u~ r l an Your r1~~ 
:;'i cl1l Prcr..arn.t i.0!1 
( '3prlnc only ) 
':ho.P 3t a l kr; ... , 57 + . 17 hr;: , ,, ' 
'>pr,..:::.n p .:i.nd r ~ -:TI 
FJoM 1. 37 . 50 
hrs . 
-- --
~nht o 1 • .:i.l t:-> . 1 ~2 $ ...,o _._,_. h1·s . 
Fl;i n L i.11[J C'pcrai ion:-
Di::;k (~x )": 1. rio "' . 3'1 rrs . 1' 
I'lanL1 ~ ~ ( I?) . rr ... . 
-- ~ 
'":uMo'al ~1.( 1 ( 1);; ~ hrs , ( r:: \ ./I 
·.recn 'jontrol 
"arrow t. . 2J ... . o~ hrs . ( .; \ j'> 7~ Rotary Hoe ( 11~ ) . 52 --:13 ~ 'jull i val ion Utx) ,P5 , JO '!) 
hrs . 
-- --
'> 1u1 oto.l ~ 1 . 60 ( "'t ·-I ,5) hn; , hrs , 
lfnrvc::; t-'3 ·i 1DG0 , ':la;.:- /1 
';I)(' pp j I\: tJ . l~ ... , h'J r~rs . ~ 1 R~ .. fl"ltll anrl clor0 J . 0 0.0 
' 1 i i·r-·d l a.1Jor for h:i rves I i ni:;--
f ocv .. r ~0r:;hum ' l " 1. 29 ( 11 ) . ,, ~ t ry.~:c-
= --
:}11r:tol .:i.l tr-. . 75 ( J)~ 61• I I hrs . (12) --- hr.- , J 
11:r>rbicidc appl icJ 1-i i 1 Ji planter at.ta('hment in our 1ilar~ . 
;'"011r:· of lalJor m::cri.:;cl other than c1 1 ~ I om opcr at.or <i.nt.:i /or: fix·~d l e.hor znprlJ 
hecc::.11~·.;· 5 llagc harve:-.t. inc i r, consider ed t.o be a~ lf'a:-- ! n t110 - r-.an j o·b. 
1n m :::;l1011]rl i n(' l ucle <'Ply the labor r~qulrcd f rom Lhc f.lxcd J abor S'lppl~' · 
Do nu~. ' nc l ucfo ~he lal)or reqtt .rcd of a. cuctom o,per::l.for nr hir en letbnr 
l-c.~an<c j ob rerin LI'l"'d more than om'! rNtn , 
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Fnr.1£:'~ '}orc:t .um ~" or.i i.nriarl) r:o;l Per .\er<> !icurz I'er !.Cr'.' 
011r PJan Your Plan C't•r Plan Your Pla11 
'!ill Lhe:>c co::;ts and fi·.)ld time rcqujr1)mcnts be +he sal'1e as t.rose used 0:1 
~lass A land? (Ye~ - 1 . 0; No - 2 , 0) (2P 1~-~ 
Cfiol'F' nc t2 . 0 J t , 50 hrs . ~2?~ !-:r~ . lfaul ar:rl I o-rc J . 2Z1 0"7l"" JO 
·i• rerl labor for h ,. --arvc:-;c 1.ng 
1 forace corc;hum silacc 1. 1 ( (Ji) 
.i:,; 07 (tJ )~ ,-o (J") ? .... ,iL: ul al ,_._ ~ hr F. , hr s . ·-
~llf;' om ' ire• ' :o::, Ls , "'.la::;::; A and " 
Ji'ield rrcraraL ion 
Plant inc and wr.ed 
control 
Harvest i.nCT 'Jilar;e 
o.oo 
0 , 00 
Other '/arj able ~os i.::; , Clas::; A 
ScP.d 
Fe.rt il; zer and lj me 
llcrbicidc 
TnsP.ci. i..cirl c 
'i scell.1.ncous 










~amc aa ~ hoGr uRe1 nn Cl a;s ~ 1~~1 ? 
'1Ct."' , 
r~•.)rl ili· 1· nnrJ l .imc 
l!cr·L i · i 1 
Tt1 I.' 1 r• i l r 
'.'i;. f 11 · "\-'0 \'"; 
C?2) 
l rro1))'" ti f labor !'1CC :l t><i o t 11er ~han C~!:t ">!l' OJ'CT<'tor ., '1 1/nT -; ; X•)J l .<J.bo::: -u fly 
.... 1°r;; 1,,-. ., :. jlJ.,~0 ' Fl rvc:--1 inCT j:; i.::cnr-irlerNl ~,: be at lc~:- 1 . :i h;c - n.<lr. ~ o' . 
'-T1,..,.. -:!10;] 1 i r.r ]·1r'lc orly the 11.bcr rP.<;,11ircd fror; t,~ ,~ fixr·d l a rcr ::."" ;".Pl.::· • 
• 11 ii-:' in<"' l ud e J.1-(e la'..ior re1_uircd of a i:-11-',orr operJ •cr o:· 1-.' rc -'l 1 <:::1...0 :-
~~c:u c-0 j c1' nqu j rcrl rri:n·e +h<:>n one n1an, 
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C'ur Plan Your Plan 
F·i c ld. Frcp.1ratton , ,...ltt~$ ,\ and Clasr: "' 
{SprbE only ) 
Shop :~talks 
Spread F and K 
Plow 
Subtotal 





r.0 1 .;.ry 'fnc 
" 111 ti. vat ~on 
Suh~. -: 1 al 
Pfo ld prr~:parat io'1 
r1anl 111.c ·1!l"i wcci 
CO"l 1. J'0 l 
(2x, ~1. 00 
-y;r 
t .n 
( 1 t \ -;:--;:; fx, o _J C.. 
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1!curs Per Acre 
0ur Plan Your FlL!:i 




. 70 hr~ . hr :: , 
Jlt . ' '1TS . i...,r s . 
. 2C ( 1 ')) 
- -
"'J _;2- t:rr; . (it) 
nQ !;1~~ . f p\ 
~ >i)\ 
. J~ ( 1'J.) , 
--
~J hr.:- • -·--- hrr:. .. ---
1• rcr . ~ ,~ ~'i c n.pplJcd Ti.I.Ii plan! er attac~1:ncr.t in 011r rl.,'1 . 
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'l or.::1iu ·11 ':: u h ! 1 ( co'i l i ntl':d~) _ __ ::_o_i:;_i _ r_c_r_ A_c_r_c __ _ 
Cur I'lan Yo11r r l a'1 
~111 these cootG 1~ ~~! same ~s 
(Yes - 1. 0 ; No - 2 . 0) 
Seod 
Fertilizer and l ime 
1Tcrb1 c iric 
In::;ccl c ide 
r keel l~ nccrns 




~i~ ==== (~o) - --
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F. Ca ',:::. - '!ar:la1Jl e :osl.::; and :~ield "'i me ncc:uircment:c: , ·':: l ass :? Land 
Chop stal kn 





C:ost fer Acre 'four s f '?l'.' Acre 
('ur Pla n Your Plan C' ur Plan Your Plan 
( 1)t .17 
-:TI 
hr:-; . ( 5) Irr-:; . 
---- --:30 
~ ( fi \ 
~ ( 7 ~ 
( 2 ) ~-- 1. 0I~ hrs . ( 8) hrs . ---
Harve::; tine r.rain and Straw 
\-Ti ndrow 
C:ombine 
tJau l o'.lnd Gl ore 
Rake st.raw 
"!Jal c i:;traw 
'Taul and ::; t or e si raw 
!r:Lrcd. l A.bor for s ~ rci.w 
ba l inc;1 
Suhtotal 
rrarve!3t inr;- C'at 3ilaEo 
"Ti ncirow i ne; 
'":hnppj ne; 
!.fanl ;inri stor e 
'fired l abor for r" UaE;f' 
harves 1 
)ubto ~.'1. l 
$ ---
0 , 00 
( J)~ ---
tcuf'.t om 




$J .J5 ( 4) $ 
. 00 hr s . 9 hr s . 
~ 10 
.JO 11 
. 2? 12 
-;;() .... 13 
-:-00 14 
i.1 r< (15) 
--
1. 20 hr$ . (15) hrs , 2 
, 00 hr s . g~~ ~ -:cm (19) 
1. is .5 (20) 
--
• .55 hrs . (21) hrs , 2 
l rrour::; of lr:tl)nr nPC'•l"•J o : her t han custom operator :1nd/01' f 1x•.)tl labor sL1pply 
hcca110c opern.l l o'1 c 1'or,:::.i.rl.c r cri Io 110 aL l c<tst. a l.tw - mu.n jnl1, .., 
·-TLcrn ;,hou] n 1nc..:lu'11.! only t he l abor requlred from Lht' ~ 1 xr::d lahor ::;11ppl y . 
Do ricil. lnc l wic l abor required of 1. c11sL u m operator cir hir~ri becan:-:e joh 
r e quired mol'.'e ~.han o ri0 ma n . 
('al..-· ( conLinu13:1) 
r; ro~·ri nti 
~nmh i n inc; 
~u.l i"l:; r-.+raw 
''arv'.''>Linc;- ral. S i lnc;r:? 
r~~nr 1arlnhl c :osts 
Fer~ i l j :>rr :::tnd l i JI\•' 
"'.ro1 T n~311t'\1!1Cr 
,. i see ] l i.nco1 !"; 
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'Iours r cr ;.er<: 
(ur ?l a n Your Pla~ Cur Flnn Your Fb.n 
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G . Ca l.:> - '.'a.r i 1. blc ro .... I. ,.. anr1 fl nld -nilll':? TI•.::qu \rcrr"':1L: , Sl acs '"'. J a :1c 
'"!O G ~ PPr iirrc . 10 ,1r~ Per Acre 
Cur flan You r Plan Our Plan Your Plan 
~row] nc 
)prea 0 fer! j 1 i ze r + • 20 ... . 11 hrs . 1'1rs • ,• ; 
Fl ow 1.Ph ( 1) ~ ( 5) \ 
T)l s k (~x) 1. ro ~ . -' 
'3ced 1nt; 5C' ~ ~ t, \ • ..I 7~ J.farr o w .2J ~ 
-- --
Suhto~al ~J . J? ( 2)t 1.liA 1"il"'£ . ( (1 hrn , 
rr nrvr~:-; t, i 11E 
'!inc1rr"1 i 11._, trus ~om ~ • f)(\ hr :: . i n' hr~; . f 1r< .!11mhinc 1. 57 -:-'It"\ 
'Tnu 1 CJ "lf 1 :::; I or r• ---:7 ---;:;l'T 11 < 
11a kr. ; I r C11-: -:5I -;y; ~12< _._._. 
"?,;i l~ ,... f· ;a~( ~ ,..,,... ~~ti~ -' . ,~ ~ • 1::1.11 l ;: '1 , <:,! l'rc. ~. t r .:l.:·1 • I.: hiren 
'!l .red l a brr "o r ::; travr 
hali ·1~ 1 '! , 00 1 !"I"' (15) . ,, • ' 
-- --
... il t 0 1 :J.1 7,P. . J1 ( J)t 1. 22 hr~ . (16) li r e , 
·~:irves l l nc:-O:~ l '""' ·i l a: ' 
:·i n1 r m: ' 1~i.: tc1.lc 1 o m ... ,('(' hrf', . i:~< t_ Y•r> i' .· . "':1 ;l .. l l'' ! ?ll: 1. ?J . 50 
1 ·,_111 .1., I l ~ ' , r~ 1. J-' ~ OT 1 9~ 
. ' j 1 ~1 1 1 , l ,,1 I r or i ] 1....:; ' 
I 1 n. nr 1 , , ') ( "('\ -·-·-·· - , 
-- =-= 
,.. 111 ·1 0 • . 1 ~;i . n7 ( Ji "' . '.)(' h rr; . (~1) t. ..... f"" , •' . 
11•0, .. :; ,.., r l :t o~ •1-.::ed · l o f her ' 1,:i1 ~u:·J 0n. 0pcra ~ ·, r· 'tl'"l/r, .... "1~;')r] 1-.. 1 -~ ~111., 
1 -r;.-:•1 .. " , • .L ,·r<>l l r 11 · . ~01~ ;,:i .-. rr>d t o 1_.".:! at. lea::J ,:i. •11,..,- ,,,111 j ol . • 
"Tf,·1r .- 1 " 11 ] :1 i rir l ur'l n 0'1 l y f h ,') l a hc r r e quire d -"1·01 "~·~ -f ixed ·1hor "1 j_·.L, .1 • 
~o !< 1 ir , l 1d·· 1·1' l>•· r 0 q 11 ired o: :t ;n:-; f 0r cpcra~·;•: c "' l1i c0 111e .;1 1;;:.-- j 1. 1 
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1 " . 
1 
/ , "1"1 ~ i"' i,h..; 0rn·l1 .. ·1 ivr: J ifc~ o f 11,,::: f o ] Jowin;:: _:r:1~;- ;1r~ 1 c:ur·:; 1 2 ,.i . .. . ,. .. '? 
(' .r .. r~ 11,:tr 1 .... :-r::!.. ... ~ · 
.-...:1 .. h ~·c!lr 
11 ~ - . 
C'rch:,r~1:ro ; '.~ t! • ~ h .""" ' 1('\ 1 ! ·!'i . c f ~.: <J.:'r1i,,;'1 
c? ·r yc·;ir I.} 
!10r:d ''n n:-iry1:.r:.1:" : wi411 1 "' 'l 11;:- . nf \) 
'lj •1•1 l fl t~ '~i.l.t.:l 1 y r~ :1. r 
R,.,..1 '.':::t•1·1r)._:ra .". ; :1i1.1 :::110 lbc . <'r )l 
'"'1'l 1 i '' J ··!aCh ye ;J.r 
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" 
~ • 111 
~ . rr, 
( 1 \ I 
( ~\ - ' 
I '{ \ 
' _, I 
l "'lw pr0rl11c:I · vr • l .i. L "' l ,. a. f 0ro,:::c i .-} 1> "i '1"<1 <J;" 1: (' i •v 1. 1 ,, '.'.1• • - .!.· n; ·, 
I he ro..:.:ic;e ·'ill he - ;~. 1.L1.~ 1l e ;or 1;:::-.c ;~ rt c r tlw ["('(:rl 11 ii: j'•.)3 I' . 
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"0r ;.i.::;e ~iC.·d ur· ~. i on ( con!. i nued / 
Cur Plan Yonr Pl c=t.n 
\ J f , l.:u ~1. 50 ( 1) 
~ i.rr1s f o0 '. "'re·'.'oil 1. 90 ( 2) 
"!:rnwr; ,, c.,t c~·. J . 00 ( J) 
Xer1tucr' Y ~:.lw:~crar.; 1. 20 ( I+) ,__ 
l'rchardcr?.c s .68 ( _5) 
Rc -J d. '.::a nrryc;rass . 70 ( 6) 
'"' rr.cJth '"1rorie • 75 ( 7) 
Sw i' !! 1-:~r3.ss .66 ( 8) 
"'all Ti'e~ cue . J9 ( 9) 
:> . ·1arj 3.r·l 0 ~..-::;L•; <:i~iJ F~ ; lcl 'T':i me Requirements of !>roduction 
Costs Per Acre irours Per Acre 
Cur Pl an Your Fl an Cur Plan Your Plan 
r1 2r' ~r~ 
~,.. j 11 $~ $ ~ hrs . ( 5) hrs , 
) 1'bt,0LG;.l t ~ ( 1)$ ~2 hr s , ( 6) hrs. 
r u.intenn.nr-c 
":lippin~ -!-~ pl$ . JJ hrs . rn hrs, " . Fcncine; , 58 ---:s-!i'ertilizc r appJ. i ca1~ ion ~ h ; ~ 
l '"hi s fencl ri.:.:; e;oi.o ' l P. for the arlditional fencing required when rotational 
or alternatr, GrazinG i s use d. 
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'":c'"'~, ;r.•1 11 • 1r·:n·1n"' ,!':1 1 t j]i.z:.;, ~i on (f hcJ.y , ~rn:- :rc:· irl-Jes , a•1J cLtr_!-
fm·a,::~:: . ""'1P~(' cof".lG ~l-n11 ld rcfle c~ t1.P e xpen<;e int:' 'ff!"C' ~ 
I o per rnn1 ... h;o!>I"! o~ra 1 ir:111::, 1mC('> pc r J·cri1.' , 
'!ariablc '"'r•-:~- "c11rc of La'hor 
f'll r PJ an Your Pl<i.n Cur flan Y n .1r Fl::s. r· 
\ . ''ar'lf'$ r i l'\C )I(ly 
I' 01•: 
"';or.lit i Ol: 
Rakf' 
"'>.:t } f't 
Red anu1J t.1 
'°:Mall Rnund -- 10-
L\.Y"CC Pour.Cl ""E._lc-
'' a11 l ;") :i-1 '"'tore 
"'.":ri llnr: 
Tir!ct.n.ncn 1 ar 
'".:mall nnunil "'a l •"G 
L.1.1 ·r,r· 1nnnr1 ,...i.1. l r::: 
7l :i 1 ':l il)['l' j ' fL: 
rr 111 l i 11~: •Hii -: I n ral:' · 
-:: I 1 J-:l);lf) 1 
'!1111 ;,,: l 
"arvrv· ' 
-~ 0') /\ 
! 1 <~ /A . • JI' • (' ,(lf' I A . "< ~/A . . ; t /A . J; __ /\ . 
"' on /m ~ I• \ /'J"I . <'tt;t omf'" : c; ~ - ;,,, , _, , 
custom/r , t {., \ --1-r 
( 7) 
I ' 
. hn/" . ~/'T' , \ 
(p 
' '· _ /"' . 
~11~ I <.•iO !'i t·,-. ro.r f!arvc::; I int; C!orn :;+ a.ll·:-
.'." l ;J·il ,., ...,pr · n~ 
,..l.akli~·n 1 
tn . 00/r , 
5. C'O/r . 
1Jn1 ":';:i.ll ne - RecLu.nc ilnr 
Cornstalk Harvest - Flail Chopper 
( 1 '1 't /'T' . 
(15) ~/r. 
J' I , I I .\ • 
r . rr It\. 
. ?n/1\ , 
'> /m 
• • I !. • 
Q.7\ f...., , I , 
-:1/'T' , 
() . ('I /"' . 
.... ,../ ..... . .. .,, . 
'(\("'" /,,.. -·-· . 
0J' !OT> . 
~/.r> / . 
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:fn .1n· Of 1 1b'11' '11"'"'lo.•J 0lhcr than t' 1t,..l0r1 opc•ra~OI' ann/or fixed Jalic1· :- ir-·ly 
h :,111~1 ' 1'fl.Y lnl i·1c 11rl h~.rvc:-tin1: f' ('J'n: t:i l k f or en:· · 11•1..._, l~ c:Cln:i. 11c1-r•l~;.;: 
l'I(> ·ti lro t: I 3. ! .1<:.•-11,;.•1 jol• , 
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Sect ion 11 ( cori I, inued) 
D. Util i.zat. ion of Harvectea Ji'orace 
Feedinc Hay U .02/T . ( 1)i --/T. ~/r . ( 5) /'T' , Feed ing Corn and 
Sorghum Sila~e . 66 /rri , ~ 2~ _ /T. . JD/'T' , ~ ;~ /r . f eeding Oat Sil age . 71+/'r. 3 /'T' , . 1.~P/r . /r • 
Cornstalks in 
St.akhand ~/r . ( ,, ) /'T' . ~/'!' . ( 8) /r . 
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Sect 'I on 1? . "t?cef Cow Ile ri\ 
('ur Plan Your Plan 
A. r:E'neral Informat ion 
1. '.{ha~. is t he av~raee we1ghL of 
your mature bee f cows ? 1000 lbs , ( 1) l bs . 
2. '-That is the aver age value of 
your cows? .i. JOO, 00 / co• .. ; ( 2) /cow ], 
J. Your calvina s ea3on will 
beg i n? month J ( 3 )month 
l1 • '·f'1al percent of cows givi110 
hirth tn a cal f will wean a 
calf? ?O . O ~ ( 4) 
5. Average wean i.rl{; we isht of 
s~ner cal ves ':' 1+50 , 0 lbs , ( 5) lbs . 
r.. . ~vcrac;e wean1.nt: we lglil. of 
hei fer cal ves ? h25 .o l bs , ( 6) lb!'" . 
?. ' !h.it. riercent of t.he ~ows 
wi ll be culled each year? 12 . .5 .., ( 7, J 
Tl l/arj -:i.bl l"' 'jost. and l abor r equirementG for a cow an::l calf 
::;al.L ar.d t'ineral t P, 00 / head 8V· / head 
V0t anrl redical ?.DO 
16r :::iupplies J.r.m Power and Fuel ; .no 11 
Tns11rance LOO 12 
"'i:ccll aneot:s . )0 1J) 
Snr ... o t a l ~ 21~ . 50 / hend (14) /hear! 
'l'oLal Y•?a.rly non-f.-.ed labor for 
a cow 'Hlr calf 2.?J brs . ( 15) hrs . 
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·-:.;".! :·l. l o n 1 :2 ( :onl. l !'I ll'' l) ('ur rlan Your Flan 
r; . Va:ri::i.hl '"' ~or.; l and l abor r·equircO'.en'.:::> for herd bul l ::: 
3alt anJ r·tner a l $ ~ , 00 /h,.,;d 11) )t /hear! 
1/e t and t'.edical J . 00 17 , 
Supplie:.; 2. 00 18~ Po1rnr und FueJ h.oo 10 " Insurance 2. 00 20 
'~iscellaneo• ts . 50 (21 ) 
'Jubiotal t 1.9. 50 /head (22 )$ /he-:1 
"'oLal yearly non-feed labor 
per bull J . 00 hrs . (23 ) hrs. 
D. ' ~d u.blc Coc. L :tn<'I labor rcqu i.rcme •its for replaccJT.e n~ s t ock 
;./a 1 ... ...1.n• l "1 nr.n:n l + Q,rc / 11u.'.!.d ~24 l$ /hen 1 I' 
' ' e • a :11 l " c:cli .;a 1 7 .oo ,25 
-~uppli~:~ 2. 00 (26' 
P0\1or ...:.nrl Fue l ) . ~5 t~ In~urance 1. 00 28) 1 ' i.::: :;e 11 'lnco •r; , _50 29 
':;tl1;L . .'.) I a l + ?0 .75 /head (30) /hc11u . 
"'o' a l :,.ea r l y non- f eod l abor 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T:' . ---1 ·-· ,.,, -· :-; 
1. ""'oh . l ;'l1'1!'1 1"l f v~ l l~acr.~ncry an 1 
l •!il•l t'l(; l"OGI ;: c h:irccablc lo rrp 
1 ;1 • 1 IC f i f"'I fl , 
;' , F .-.0·1 1 -:th 01' CL1:.;I. ( ·1\Tr:l.l.,'' •tnt l' lrt l 
~o: I •' 1-ici 1 ·._:;c ' n •' r0y 1111 l ••.:!C ,. 
prr; Ju-:l "ll ;. 
(' p r.:l '.nr a.1r~ rn.mj l y lahor 
:-'cr">ancnt :.-.:_n.? l 11.bc·· 
3. "'o '~l u. 1m:.::.l _,..ixc'1 bu:!.1 -.1 ·::t... :rd 
c 1 •· 1 ..... 11 co::-+::: ~ 1 .a:::-coc.';)lc to 
1_~: r.::-01:.:~ '- ion . 
our Flan 
~E\ 000 . 00 
... "' ··----- , ___ _ 
~ 0 I (:""" • ')Q 
~ ,.,..., ..., ('(' 
.. ___ '• ...;,t _•_V_ t -----
~Did .!l'IYO HS~ nNI.AHY A HJ.Hi 
aiOIJ..fi'IOS '!YWIJ.dO J:O JJld'.J.fiO :a'IdWVS I:!! XICINrlidY 
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FC».AGE PLAN FOR OUR PLAH DUA 
SOLUTION l PAGE l 
LANO USE SU,,.,.. ARY 
l 
ACRE S PL~TED AV ERAGE Y IELO TOTAL .,APVESTEO 
CLASS A LANO 
CORN so.oo 110.00 5500.00 
CORN SILAGE o . oo 17.00 o . oo 
SOYBEANS o . oo 35.00 o .oo 
GRAIN SORGHUM o.oo 110.00 o . oo 
FORAGE SORGt-UM SILAGE o.oo 15. 00 o.oo 
FORAGE SORGHUM GRAZING o.oo 
SORGHUM SUDAN o.oo 
TOTAL CLASS A 50.00 
CLASS 8 LANO 
CORN 121. 43 100.00 12143. 13 
CORh SI LAGE o . oo 15.JO o.oo 
SOYBEANS 3.56 33.00 117. 35 
GRAIN SORGHUl'I o.oo 100. 00 o.oo 
FMAGE SORGHUl'I SI LAGE o.oo 13.50 o.oo 
FORAGE SORGt.Ul'I GIUZING o.oo 
SORGHUM SUDAN o .oo 
OAT GRAIN 43.37 60.00 2602.11 
STRAW 0 . 80 34.69 
OAT SI LAGE o . oo 6.11 o.oo 
HAY 95.17 3.04 291.48 
PASTURE 110. 88 
TOTAL CL ASS 8 3 75. 00 
CLASS C LANO 
OAT GRAIN 6.82 55.00 375.00 
STUN 0.80 4 . 09 
OAT SILAGE o.oo 5.60 o.oo 
HAY o.oo o . oo o .oo 
PASTURE 68.18 
TOTAL CLASS c 75.00 
COMPARI SGN OF LANO UTILllATON BY CLASS 
2 
CLASS TOTAL UTILIZED TOT Al AVAILABLE RETURN 
A 50. 00 50.00 150 .18 e 3H.oo 375 . 00 78.15 
c 75.co 75.00 45 . 81 
TOTAL 5CC.OO 51)0.00 
l/ TOTAL YIELD FCR CllAIN IS l'IEASUR EO lN 8USHELS 0 TOTAL YIELO FOR MAY ANO SILAGE I S lllEASUl'ED W TON 
2/ ThE RElUllN FIGURE REPRESENT S THE .._,M8ER OF DOLLARS THE LAST ACRE CONTRIBUTED TO hET JN<;OttE 
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SOLUTION 1 PAGE 2 
CROP EXPENSES 
FOR/.GE CROPS GRA IN CROPS 
FORAGE SORGHUM CORN 
FUEL, OIL, REPAIRS o.oo FUEL, OIL ,R EF'Al'lS 1711.60 
FERT IL IZ ER o.oo FERT ILi ZER 4435.78 
HERBICIDE o.oo HERS JC I DE 1200.02 
I NSECTIC I OE o. oo INSECTlC l OE 5 14.29 
SEEO o.oo SEED 1421 .45 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo DRY ING COSTS 363. 98 
OTl-ER VAil JAeL E COSTS o.oo MACH IN E HIRE o.oo 
INTEREST o.oo OTHER VAR !ABLE COSTS 557.15 
SUBTOTAL o.oo INTEREST 357.15 
SUBTOTA L 10561.43 
SORGHUM SUOAN 
GRAIN SORGHUM 
FUEL, Oil t REPAIRS o.oo 
FERTILlZER o.oo FUEL , OIL, REP A IP S o.oo 
HERBICIDE o.oo FEl\T Ill ZER o.oo 
l NSECT ICI OE o.oo HERS IC I OE o.oo 
SEED o.oo INSECTI OE o.oo 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo SEED o.oo 
OTl-ER VAR IA8 LE COST o.oo ORY I NG COST o.oo 
INTEREST o. oo MACHINE HIRE o. oo 
SUBTOTAL o.o.:> OTHER VARIABLE COSTS o.oo 
INTEREST o. oo 
HAY SUSTOTU o.oo 
FUEL,GIL,REPAIRS 1023.83 SOYBEANS 
FERTILIZER 1862.05 
SEED 'o23.26 FUEl,OIL,REPAIRS 28.'o5 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo FERTI LI ZER 28.45 
l NTEREST 131.15 HERS IC I OE 21.34 
SUBTOTAL 3440.29 IN SE CTI CIDE o.oo 
SEED 28 . 45 
PASTURE MACHINE HIRE o. oo 
OTHER VAP IASL E COSTS 11. 56 
FUELtOIL,REPAIRS 159.57 l NTE RE S T 4.14 
FERTlllZER 2121.93 SUBTOTAL 122. 38 
seeo Zl2.9'o 
FENS ING o.oo OATS 
INTERE ST 100.34 
SUBTOTAL 2594. 78 FUEL oOI Lt REP A IRS 558.86 
FERTILIZER 1048.90 
SILAGE SEED 175.65 
MACHINE HIRE o. oo 
FUEL,OIL,REPAIRS o. oo OTHi; R VAl< IABLE COSTS 12.55 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo INTEREST 62.86 
INTEREST o.oo SUBTOTAL 1858 . 82 
SUB TOTAL o.oo 






SALT ANO MINERAL 
VET ANO MEDICAL 
POllER ANO FUEL 




SALT ANO MINERAL 
VET ANO MEDICAL 
POi.ER ANO FUEL 




SALT ANO Ml hERAL 
VET ANO MED IC AL 
POWEil ANO FUEL 









































RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST 
FIXED LANO CHARGE 
flXEC LA60F\ 
FIXEC CROP 
F IXEO LI 'IE STOCK 































#tO . 56 
154.29 
9C> . 40 
H9 . 79 















14955 . 03 

































FER TILi ZEF:. 




































l/ HOURLY HIRED LABOR DOES NOT INCLUDE HOURLY LABOR HlREO BECAUSE JOB REQUIRES MORE THAN ONE MAN 
21 THE RETURN FIGURE REPRESENTS THE NJMBER Of DOLLARS THE LAST HOUR CONTRIBUTED TO NET INCOHF 
















SOLUTl ON 1 PAGE 5 
FORAGES IN THE PLAN 
1 l 
ACRES PENALTY ACl<ES P:!llAL TY ACRES PENALTY 
OllC HARDGRAS S 120N SHOO TH BROME 120N BI ROSFOOT TFEFOIL 
CONTINUOUS GRAZE 0 .oo 14. 9B CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 14 . 75 C;)NTJNUOUS :>RAZE 9.96 -o.oo 
3-SEASCt. o.oo 20.29 3-SEASON o. 00 20 .46 STOCKl' IL F l o.oo 8.15 
3- SEASON EARLY o.oo 20. 77 3--SEASON EARLY o.oo 20 . E:l STOCKPILE 2 74.97 -o.oo 
HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo 2 5. 64 HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo 21. 47 HAFVEST 1 U OP o.oo 16-~ 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N SMOOTH BROME 240N REE O CANARYGFAS S 240'-l 
3--SEASON EARLY 22.91 -o. 00 3-S:ASON EARLY o. oo 1. c;a 3-SEASON 3.02 -o.oo 
HARVEST 1 CROP o.oo s. 71 HARVEST 1 CROP o.oo 0 . 31 3-SEASON EA~ l Y o.oo 6.~ 
tURYEST 2 CROPS o.oo -o.oo HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo - 0 . CJ HAJ<VEST 1 CROP o.oo 5.93 
HAP.VEST 2 Cf' OPS o.oo 2.47 
ALFALFA-GRASS TALL FESCUE 240N 
ROTATIONAL GRAZE o.oo 7. 82 3-SEASON o. oo 6. 33 CROWNVETCH 
HARVEST l CROP o.oo 7.61 HARVEST 1 CROP o. 00 4. 36 CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 1. 51 
HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo o. 57 HARVEST 2 CROPS 24 . 06 -o.co 
HARVEST 2 CROPS KENTUCKY BLUEG~ASS 
STOCKPILE 52.18 -o.oo SWITCHGRASS 60N CONTINUOUS GP AZ: o.oo 18.58 
HARVES T 3 CROPS 19.53 -o.oo CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 20 .is 
ROUND BALE GRAZING OCT. ROUND BALE GRAZING INOV. ROUND BALE GFAZ!NG DEC. 
Al FALF A-GRASS o.oo 13. 78 ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 12. 22 ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 10.85 
SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 36. 61 SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 34. 26 SMOOTH BROME 12 0N o.oo 32.18 
ORCHAP.OGRASS 120N o. oo 40 . 24 ORCHARDGR ASS 120N o. oo 37 .66 OPCHAF'.DGRASS 120N o.oo 35.41 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 26. 77 REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 24. 10 REED CANARYGPASS l20N o.oo 21 . 75 
TALL FE SCUE 240N o.oo 13. 50 TALL FESCUE 24-0N o.oo 10. 15 T All FESCUE 240N o.oo 7.19 
REEO CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 14.42 REED CANARYGRASS 240N o. oo 10. 88 ~ E!:O CANAf<YGRAS S 240N o.oo 7 . 76 
SMOOTH BROME 240N o.oo 16.10 SMOOTH BROME ~40N o. 00 l3 . cl SMOOTH BROllE 240N o.oo 10.27 
ORCHARDGRASS 24-0N o.oo 13. 20 ORCHARDGRASS 240N o.oo 10 .06 ORCHAR DGRAS S 240N o.oo 7 . 28 
Bl RO SFOCT TREFOIL o.oo 24.44 BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL o.oo 22. 52 81ROSFOOT TREFOIL o.oo 20.83 
BIROSFOCT TREFOIL c o.oo 23.06 BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 21. 15 BIROSFOOT T~EFOIL c o.oo 19.45 
LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING OCT. LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING NOV. LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING !) EC. 
ALF ALF A-GRJI SS o.oo 10.82 AL FALFA-GRASS o.oo 9. 04 ALFALFA- GRASS o.oo 7 .47 
SMOOTH l!fWM E 120N o.oo 32.62 SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 29.<;7 Sfl!OOTH BROME 120N o.oo 27.63 
ORCHARDGRASS 120N o.oo 35.25 ORCHARO~ASS l20N o. oo 32. :?l O~CHARDGPASS 120N o.oo 29. 73 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 21. 56 REED CA NA RYGRASS 120N o.oo 18. 51 REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 15.82 
TALL F ESCUE HON o.oo 9. 72 TALL FESCUE 240N o.oo 6 . 0 TALL FESCUE 240N o.oo 2.B8 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 11.20 REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 7.43 REED CANARYGP4 SS 240N o. oo 4.09 
SMOOTH !!ROME 240N o.oo 12. 42 SMOOTH BROME 240N o. oo <; . C6 SfllOOTH BPOME 240N o.oo 6.09 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N o.oo 9. 94 ORCHAROGRASS 240N o.oo 6.56 ORCHARDGRASS 240N o.oo 3.58 
BIRDSFOCT TREFOIL o.oo 21. 54 BIROSFOOT TREFOIL o. oo 19. :? l 8IRDSFOOT TREFCIL o. oo 17.35 
BJ RO SFODT TREFOIL c o.oo 21. 54 BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 19. 31 8 1~DS~OO T TR E~OIL c o.oo 17.35 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL c KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS 60N REED CANARYGRA SS 120N 
CO~TINUClJS GIUZE 68.18 -o. oo CONTINUOUS GRAZE o. oo 12. :?9 CONTI NUDUS GR Al E o.oo 12.67 
STOCKPILE l o.oo 8.15 3-SEASON o.oo 1. Cl HARVEST l CROP o.oo 26 . 77 
STOCKPILE 2 o.oo -c.oo 
HARVEST l CROP o.oo 16.54 
l/ THE PENAL TY REFERS TC HlW MUCH NET INCOME WOULD BE REDUCED IF ONE ACR E OF THIS FORAGE WAS INCLUDED I N T~~ DLA~ 
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~AGES I~ THE PLAN CCNTI HUEO 
SUPPLEICE,,.TAL PASTURES CLASS A 
SORGt(J~ SUCAN ALT. GR. 
SORGMU~ SUOAN STOCKPILE 
FORAGE SOllGHJ" STOCKPILE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STUBBLE 











GRAl1'i SORGHUM STU88LE GRAZED 
OCTOBER o.oo 
NGV E,.BER o.oo 
OECEMBER o . oo 
JANUARY o.oo 
FEBllUMY o.oo 
TOTAL DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS 
"(~TH REQUIRED 
JAhUARY 59801. 57 
FEBRUARY it9it76. 88 
MARCH 73138. ~ 
APRIL 68337.39 





OCTOBER 509-U. 70 
NOVEMBER lt9820. 59 
DECE"8Ell 52265. 58 
DIGESTIBLE PROTEIN 
J AM.IARY 11201.10 
FEBRUARY 11066.19 
MARCH 14133. 8't 
APRIL a3s1o. 53 
MAY 15219. 25 
JUt.E 15211.66 
JULY 158~0. 63 
AUGUST 15909. 71 
SEPTEMBER 20065.68 
OCTOBER 12140. 91 
NOVEMBER lo03'o. 26 
DECEMBER 12550.32 
SUPPLE"ENTAL PASTURES CLASS B 




SORGHUM SUDAN ALT. GR . 
SORGHUM SUOAN STOCKPILE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STOCKPI LE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STU88LE 
CORNSTALKS HARV ESTED 





o . oo 








GRA IN SORGHUM STUBBLE GRAZED 
OCTOBER o.oo 
NOVEMBER o . oo 
DECE"BER o.oo 








o. oo 0.03825 
o.oo o.031o21 
o.oo 0. 02907 
o.oo 0. 01565 
o . oo 0.02751 
o.oo 0.02879 
25979.02 - 0.00000 
o.oo 0.02673 
o.oo 0.03460 





7<>23.15 - 0.00000 
931t9.86 -0.00000 
10189.07 - 0.00000 
1091t'o.O~ - 0 . 00000 
12512.36 -0.00000 
2669.48 -0.00000 
1574.56 - 0.00000 
-o . co 
25 . C6 
78 . 27 
-o . co 
SOLU TION 
l/ THE RETURN FIGURE REPRESENTS HOW MUCH THE lAST POUND OF TON OR DIGESTIBLE PCUlTEJN CONTRIBUTE D TO NET JNCO~ E 
PAGE 6 
SOL1JTl ON l PAGE 1 
STORED ROUGHAGE FED ITCN/HONTHJ 
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH A?Rll MAY JUNE JU LY AUG;.! ST S!:PTEMSEP OCTCBE!l NOVE"IBER DECEMBER 
ALFALFA-Gf\AS S 55 . BO 36.67 o.oo 85.59 o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo c.oo 12.12 
81ROSFOCT TR. c.cc 0 .oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oo o. oo i) .oo 
ORCHAROGRASS c. cc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.co o.oo o. oo o.oo o.oo 
SHOO TH eRCl'IE o.oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oc o.oo o.oo 
REED CANARY. o.oc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oc o.oo 
TALL FESCUE o. oc o.oo 95. 56 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.co o.oo 5. 74 
OAT HAY o.cc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo 
STRAW o.oc a.oo o. co o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo 
CORN SILAGE o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo 
OAT SILAGE a. cc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
FOR. SOR. SIL. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
CORNSTAU<S4LAI l o.oo 79.32 o. 00 o.oo o.oo 
CORNS TALKS-SH. o.oo o.oo 29. 85 o.oo 
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THIS SECTICN REPORTS THE OPTIMAL SOLUTION wlTH PkJCE OF FEEOEP CALVES 
15 i MIGhER ThAN PLAN 1 
CLASS A LANO 
CORN 
CCRN S IL AGE 
SOYBEANS 
GRA IN SORGHUM 
FORAGE SORGhUM SILAGE 
FORAGE SORGHUM GRAZ ING 
SORGHUM SUO •N 
TOTAL CLASS A 





FORAGE SORGHUM SILAGE 







TCTAL CLASS B 






TOTAL CLASS C 
ACRE S PLANTrn 

























C°"PARI SCN OF LANO UTIUZATON BY CLASS 
cuss TOTAL Ull LI ZED TOT Al AVAILABLE 
A 50.00 50 . 00 
8 375.CC 375.00 
c 75.00 75.00 
TOTAL 500.00 500.00 
YIELD Fem GRAIN I S JN BOSHELS, 
T FIGURE REPRE F 
LANO USE SUMARY 

























LAlt S TH L 
























l'E•SUREO IN TON 
II.ET INCOME 
SOLUTION 2 OAGE 1 
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SOLUTlON 2 PAGE 2 
CROP EXPENSES 
FORAGE CPCPS GRAIN CROPS 
FORAGE SORGHUM CORN 
FUEL,OlL,PEPAlRS o.oo FUEL,OIL,REPAIRS 1646.28 
FERTILIZER o.oo FERTILIZER 4246.91 
HERB IC IDE o.oo HERS IC I OE 1155. 4 7 
IN SECT IC IDE o.oo INSECTICIDE 495.20 
SEEO o.oo SEED 1360. 61 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo DRYING COSTS 344.98 
OT.,ER VARIA8LE CGSTS o.oo MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
INTEREST o.oo OTHER VARIABLE COSTS 536.47 





FERTILIZER o.oo FUEL ,OIL, REPAIRS 94.64 
HERBICIDE o.oo FERT Ill ZER 277. 78 
INSECTICIDE o.oo HERBICIDE 69.45 
SEED o.oo INSECTIOE 29.76 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo SEED 49.60 
OTHER VARIABLE COST o.oo DRYING COST 19. 61t 
1 NTEREST o.oo MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
SUBTOTAL o.oo OTHER VARIABLE COSTS 32. 24 
INTEREST 20.06 
HAY SUBTOTAL 593.18 
FUEL,Cll,REPAIRS 1080.38 SOYBEANS 
FERTILIZER 2680.51 
SEED 358.33 FUEL ,or LrREPA lRS o.oo 
MACHINE HIRE 154.26 FERT Ill ZER o.oo 
INTEREST 162.61 HERBICIDE o.oo 
SUBTOTAL lt436.08 INSECTICIDE o.oo 
SEED o.oo 
PASTURE MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
OTHER VARIABLE COSTS o.oo 
FUElrCILrREPAIRS 156.98 INTEREST o.oo 
FERTILIZER 1298.09 SUBTOTAL o.oo 
SEED 202. 74 
FENS ING 5.96 OATS 
INTEREST 70.82 
SUBTOTAL 1734.60 fUELrOIL,REPAIRS 509.90 
FERT Ill ZER 956. 31 
SILAGE SEED 160.15 
MACHIN!: HIRE o.oo 
FUEL,OIL,REPAIRS o.oo OTHER VARIABLE COSTS ll.44 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo INTEREST 57.32 
l NTERE ST o.oo SUBTOTAL 1695.12 
SUBTOTAL o.oo 
CROF EXPENSE S CONTINUED 






SALT U :O Ml HERAL 
'/ET ANO MEDICAL 
PO .. ER ANO FUEL 




SALT ANO MINEUL 
VET ANO MEDICAL 
PO .. ER ANO FUEL 




SALT ANO MINERAL 
VET ANO MEDICAL 
POwER ANO FUEL 

























SOLUTIO~ 2 PAGE 3 
283.95 





I NC CME 
CORN 








RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST 
FIXED LANO CHARGE 
FIXEO LABOR 
F IXEO CROP 
f IXEO LIVESTOCK 






















FI xeo LABOR 
























































257 . lit 
3123. lt3 
l NCO ME ST ATEHENT 
EXPENSES 





ORY lt\G COSTS 
MACHINE HJ R'O 
OTHE~ VAR IAELE COSTS 
L1 VESTOCK EXPENSES 












o.oo -o. oc 
128 . 57 2. 50 
20. 29 2.50 
o. oo -o.oo 
o. oo -o.oo 
o.oo -o.oo 
o.oo -o.oc 
o.oo -o. oc 
o. oo -o. cc 
o.oo -o. co 
o.oo -o. oc 
o.oo -o.oc 
o.oo l. OC 
o.oo 0.32 
o.oo -o. cc 
o.oo -o. oo 
148 .87 
l/ HOURLY HlREC LABOR DOES NOT INCLU DE HOURLY LABOR HIRE D BECAUSE J08 REQUIRES MOR~ T~AN ONE MAN 
21 THE RETURN FIGURE REP RE SENTS THE NUMBER OF OOLLARS THE LAST HOUR CONTR IBUT E> TO ~ET INCCJ4E 
SOLUTION 2 PAGE 4 
3568 . 78 
9459 .59 
1224. 91 
524 . 96 
2131.43 
364 . 62 









SOLUTION 2 PAGE 5 
FORAGES IN THE PLAN 
l l l 
ACRES PENAL TY ACRES PENALTY ACRES PENALTY 
OPCHAROGRASS 120N SHOO TH BR 01'4 E l20N BIR OSFOOT TPF;Oll 
COl'.T INUWS GRAZE o.oo l 6. 91 CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 14. 73 COMINUOUS GRAZE 51 .31 -o .oo 
rSEASGN o.oo 26.94 3-SEASON o.oo 25. 27 STCCKPILE l O • .JO 8.48 
3-SEASON EARLY o.oo 26. 83 3-SEASON EARLY o.oo 21t.<;1 STCCKPILE 2 52.86 -o.oo 
HARVEST l CROPS o.oo 32.65 HARVEST 2 CROPS o. ()0 21. 35 t<AJIVEST l CQOS:: o.oo 16.93 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N SMOOTH BROME 240N REED CANARYGRASS 240N 
3-SEASON EARLY o.oo -o.oo 3-SEASON EARLY o.oo 6.42 3-SEASON 5.69 -o.oo 
HARVEST l CROP o.oo 6.42 HARVEST l CROP o.oo 8. e6 3-SEASOt.i EARLY c.oo 6.lt3 
HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo -o.oo HAIWEST 2 CROPS o.oo -o . co HAPVEST l CROP o.oo 6.H 
HARVEST 2 CPOPS o.oo 2.10 
ALFALFA-GRASS TALL fESCUE 240N 
RO TA Tl C NAL GRHE o .oo ll.49 3-SEASON o.oo 1.11 CROloi~VETCH 
HARVEST 1 CROP o.oo 7.31 HAIWEST l CROP o.oo 4.17 CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 1.60 
HARVEST 2 CROPS o.oo 1.05 HARVEST 2 CROPS 34.94 -o.co 
HARVEST 2 CFIOPS KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS 
STOCKPILE 55.99 -c.oo SWITCHGRASS 60N CONT INUC!US GRAZE o.oo 26.18 
HARVEST 3 CROPS o.oo 2.66 CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 21.30 
ROUND BALE GRAZING OCT. ROUND BALE GRAZING NOV. ROUND BALE Gf<AZ ING DEC. 
ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 16.23 ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 14.(;0 ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 12 .56 
SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 42.11 SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 39 .(;4 SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 36.56 
ORCHAROGRASS 120N o.oo 47.62 ORCHARDGRASS 120N o.oo ¥t.S3 ORCHAP DGRASS l20N o.oo 41.57 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N o . oo 31.28 REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 28. 49 REED CAt.IARYGRASS 120N o.oo 24.99 
TALL FESCUE 240N o.oo 12. 85 TALL FESCUE 240N o.oo 9.33 T All FESCUE 240N o.oo 4.94 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 13.50 REED CANARYGRASS 240N o. 00 9 . 79 REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 5.16 
SMOOTH BROME 2't0N o.oo 15.46 SMOOTH BROME 240N o.oo 12. 22 SMOOTH BRO~E 240N o.oo 8.16 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N o.oo 12.53 ORCHAROGRASS 240N o. 00 9.24 ORCHAROGRASS 240~ o.oo 5.12 
BIROSFOCT TREFOIL o.oo 28. 75 BIROSFOOT TREFOIL o.oo 26. 74 BlPDSFOOT TPEFOIL o.oo 24.22 
BlRDSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 2 7.37 BIROSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 25.36 BIPDSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 22.85 
LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING OCT. LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING NOV. L~RGE ROUND BALE GRAZING DEC. 
ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 12.87 ALFALFA-GRASS o.oo 11.01 ALFHFA-GRASS o.oo 8.69 
SMOOTH eRGME 120N o.oo 3 7.59 SMOOTH BROME 120N o. 00 34. e1 SMOOTH BROME 120N o.oo 31.34 
ORCHAROGRASS 120N o.oo 41.96 ORCHAROGRASS 120N o . oo 38 . 89 OFCHAl'<l'GHSS 120N o.oo 35.05 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 25.38 REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 22 .19 REED CANARYGRASS 120N o.oo 18.19 
TALL FESCUE 2't0N o.oo 8.56 T All FESCUE 240N o.oo 4 . 76 TALL FESCUf 240N l 0.28 -o.oo 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo <;. 85 REED CANARYGRASS 240N o.oo 5.<;0 R~EC CANARYGQASS 240N o.oo 0.95 
SMOOTH BROME 240N o.oo 11.29 SMOOTH BROME 240N o.oo 1.11 S"1CCTI" &f<OME 240N o.oo 3.36 
ORCH.AROGRASS 240N o.oo 8.84 ORCHARDGRASS 240N o.oo 5. 30 OPCHAROGRASS 240N o.oo 0.87 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL o.oo 2j.30 BlROSfOOT TREFOIL o.oo 22 .<;7 BIROSFOOT TREFOIL o.oo 20.06 
BIRDSfOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 2 5.30 BIROSfOOT TREFOIL c o. oo 22.'H BJFDSFOOT TREFOIL c o.oo 20.06 
BIROSFOOT TREFOIL c KENTlX:KY BLUEGRASS 60N R EEC CANARYGFASS l20N 
CONTINUOUS GRAZE 68.18 -o.oo CONTINUOUS GRAZE o.oo 15.48 CONTINUOUS GRAZE o . oo 13.36 
STOCKPILE l o.oo e • .\8 3-SEASON o.oo 3. 53 HAFVE ST 1 CROP o.oo 31.28 
STOCKPllE 2 o.oo -o.oo 
HARVEST l CROP o.oo 16.93 
1/ THE PE~ALTY REFERS TO t<lW NUCH NET INCOME WOULD BE REDUCED lf ONE ACRE OF THIS FORAGE ~AS INCLUDEO I~ THf PLAN 
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~AGES IN T~E Pl.AN CCNTINUEO 
SUPPLEHEhTAL PASTURES CLASS A 
SORGHUM SUCAN ALT. GP . 
SORGHUM SUCAN STOCKPILc 
FORAGE SCRGHJM STOCKP ILE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STUBBLE 



























TOTAL DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS 
HCNTH REQUIRED 
JANUARY 55819. 20 
FEl!AUARY 53910. 21 
MARCH 7313 0. 53 
APRIL 76779. 72 
MAY 85464.47 




OCTOBER 51952. 10 
NOVEM8ER 50860.97 
DECEMBER 53 764. 81 
DIGESTIBLE PROTEIN 
J Ali.UARY 4723.91 
FEBRUARY 4556. 55 
MARCH 7764. 42 
APRIL 8062.15 
MAY 8882.25 
JUhE 8873. 48 
JULY 9373.19 
AUGUST 9395. 85 
SEPTEMBER 9116. 73 
OCTOBER 4 400.04 
NCVEMBER 1o301 . ao 





SUPPLEMENTAL OASTURES CLASS B 
SORGHUM SUDAN ALT. GR. 
SORGHUM SUDAN STOCKPILE 
FORAGE S.JltGHUM STOCKP IL E 






































o.oo 0 . 03512 
o.oo 0 . 03745 




1564.46 -0 . 00000 
1395.12 -0 .00000 
B34l.65 -0.00000 
6169.14 -0.00000 
9426.49 -0 . 00000 
10887.B4 -0.00000 
11138. 54 -0.00000 
11741.33 -0.00000 
11000.01 -0 . 00000 
2306.16 -0.00000 
848.82 -0 . 00000 
1/ ThE RETURN FIGURE REPR ES EH TS HOW HUCH THE LAST POUND OF TON O~ O!GEST ( BLE 
-o . co 
4 l . ~a 
74. 36 
-o . co 
PIOTEIN CONTRIS~TEO TO NFT 
SOLUTION 2 PAGc b 
INC0'4E 
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SOL'.JTI ON 2 PAGE 7 
STORED ROUGHAGE FEC ITCN/MOHTHI 
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL HAY JUNE JUlV 6UGUST Si:l=TE"8~S: OCTOEER NOVEHSE~ 0"CEM8EP 
ALFALFA-Gl<ASS 19.88 21.29 o.oo 96 . 95 o.oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.cc c.. oo o.oo 
BIROSFOCT TR. o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo 0 .oo o.oo o.oo ') . 00 o.oo c.oo o.oo 
ORCHARDGRASS c. oo u.oo o. 00 o.oo o. oo v.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo 
SMOOTH BROME o. oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oc o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
REEO CANARY. o. oo o.oo o. co o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oc o.oo o.oo o.oo 
TALL FESCUE o.oo i• .o l 107. 11 o.oo s•.32 o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 5. 89 
OAT HAY o.oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo :>.oo 
STRAW o.oo o.oo o. co o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo c. oo o.oo o.oo o. 00 
CORN SI LAGE o.oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o. oo 
OAT SILAGE o. oc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o. oo o. co o. oo o.oo o.oo 
FOR. SOR . SIL. o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
C<mNSTALKS-FLAJL 0.00 69.48 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
CORNSTALKS-SH. 31.16 o.oo 7. 59 o.oo 
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THIS SECT I CN REPORT S THE OPTI MAL SO LUTION WITH PRICE OF FEEOER CALVES 
15i LOWER THAN I~ PLAN l 





FCRAGE SORGHUM SILAGE 
FORAGE SORGHUM GR AZ ING 
SORGHUM SUOAN 
TOTAL CLASS A 
CLASS B LANO 
CCRN 
CORN SIL AGE 
soveEAl'\S 
GR AIN SORGHUM 
FCRAGE SORGHUM SI LA GE 
FCRAGE SORG..,M GRAZING 
SORGHUM SUDAN 





TOTAL Cl ASS 8 






TOTAL CLASS C 
COMPAIH S()N OF LAN O UTILI ZATON 
CLASS TOTAL UTI ll ZEO 
A 50. 00 
8 375. 0C 
c 1~. 00 
TOTAL 500 . 00 
BY 
ACRES PL.ANTED 




























375 . 00 
75.00 
500 . 00 
LAND USE SUflVolAflY 
AVEfUGE YI EL D 
110.00 
17. 00 






















TOTAL !i tl.'VESTED 


















l/ TOTAL YI ELD FOR GRAIN I S MEASURED IN BUSHELS , TOTAL YIELD F.JR HAY ANO SIL AGE I S l'EASUREO IN TON 
21 THE RETURN FIGURE REPRESENTS THE MJMBER OF DOLLARS TH~ LAST ACRE CONTRIBUTED TO NET INCO"E 
SOLUTION 3 PAGE 1 
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SOLUTION 3 PAGE 2 
CROP EXPENSES 
FORAGE CRCPS GRA!~ C!'O!'S 
FORAGE SCRGHUM COR N 
FUEL, Gl LrREPAIRS o.oo FUEL, O IL,RE P Al~S 17~.88 
FERTlL ILER o.oo FERT ILIZER 4524.69 
HERB IC IDE o.oo HERB IC I OE 1224.91 
INSECTICIDE o.oo IN SE CTI CIOE 524.96 
SEED o.oo SEED 1449. 90 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo ::>RYING COSTS 372 . 00 
OTHER VARIA BLE COSTS o.oo MACHINE HIRE o. 00 
INTEREST o.oo OTHER VARIABLE COSTS 568. 71 




FUEL r CIL t llEFA IRS o.oo 
FERTILIZER o.oo FUEL,OIL,REPAIRS o.oo 
HERBICIDE o.oo FERT ll l ZE~ o.oo 
INSECTICIDE o.oo HERB IC I DE o.oo 
SEED o.oo INSECT IDE o.oo 
MACHINE HIRE o. oo SEED o.oo 
OTt<ER VARIABLE COST o.oo 01\YING COST o.oo 
INTEREST o.oo MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
SUBTOTAL o.oo OTHER VAR I ABLE COSTS o.oo 
INTEREST o. oo 
HAY SUBTOTAL o.oo 
FUEL,OlLrREPAIRS 954.60 SOYaEANS 
FERTILIZER 991.21 
SEED 528.89 FUElrOILrREPA I RS o.oo 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo FERTllI ZER o.oo 
INTEREST 105.69 HERBIC I DE o.oo 
SUBTOTAL 2580. 39 INSECTI Cl DE o.oo 
SEED o.oo 
PASTURE MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
OTHER VARI ABLE COSTS o.oo 
FUEL,OIL,REPAIRS Hl.25 INTERES T o.oo 
FERTILIZER l 7U.06 SUBTOTAL o.oo 
SEED ~6-~4 
FENS ING o.oo OATS 
INTEREST 102.15 
SUB TCTAL 2432.91 FUEL ,OIL,REPAl~S 1150.65 
FERT IL IZER 2 168. 22 
SILAGE SEED 363.10 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo 
FUEL, GIL, REP AI RS o.oo OTHER VAR lASLE COS TS 25.94 
MACHINE HIRE o.oo INTEREST 129.78 
INTEREST o.oo SUBTOTAL 3837.68 
SUBTOTAL o.oo 
CROP EXPENSES CCNTlNUEO 
CORNSTALKS HARVESTED 
FUEL,CIL,AEPAlRS 




SALT ANO Ml NEUL 
VET ANO MEDICAL 
POllEA •NO FUEL 




SALT ANO MJNER•l 
VET ANO MEOlCAl 
POWER ANO FUEL 




SALT AhO MINER•L 
VET AND MEDICAL 
POllER ANO FUEL 

























SOLUTION 3 PAGE 3 
256.01 















RETURN OVER VARIABLE COST 



















SE PTEMBER 16-30 
OCTOBER 1-15 
OCTOBER 16-31 





















131 . llo 


















































OTHER VAklABLE COSTS 












o .oo -o.oo 
o .oo 0 . 22 







o . oo -o.oc 
o . oo -o.oo 
o.oo -o.oo 
o .oo -o.oo 
o . oo o. 54 
o.oo -o.oc 
o . oo -o.oo 
o.oo -o.oo 
212.24 
l/ HOURLY HIPEO LABOft DOES NOT INCLUDE HOURLY LABOR HIRED BECAUSE JOB REQUIRES MORE THAN ONE MAN 
21 THE RETURN FIGURE REPRESENTS THE NJMBER OF DOI.LARS THE Ol.llL.kQNTR.LBUTEQ. Ul-hET NCOltE 


















3-SE ASCt. EARLY 
HARVEST 2 CROPS 
CRCHARDGRASS 240N 
3-SEASOt. EARLY 
HARVEST l CROP 
HARVEST 2 CROPS 
ALFALFA-GIUSS 
ROTATIONAL GRAZE 
HARVEST l CllOP 
HARVEST 2 CllOPS 
HARVEST 2 CROPS 
STOCKPILE 
HARVEST 3 CROPS 
ROUND BALE GRAZING OCT. 
ALFALFA-GRASS 
SMOOTH BROME 120N 
ORCHAREIGPASS 120N 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N 
TALL FESCUE 2~0N 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N 
SMOOTH e~CME 240N 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL 
BIRDSFOCT TREFOIL C 
LARGE ROUND eALE GRAZING 
ALFALFA-GRASS 
SIWOTH BROME 120N 
atCHARDGRASS 120N 
REEO CANARYGRASS 120N 
TALL FESCUE 240N 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N 
SMOOTH BROME 240N 
ORCHAROGRASS 240N 
BlRDSFOCT TREFDI L 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL t 
BIRDSFOCT TREFOIL C 
CONTINUOUS GRAZE 
STOCKPILE l 
STOCKPI LE 2 











































l 7. 95 


































FOPAGES IN THE PLAN 




HARVEST 2 CROPS 
SMOOTH BROME 240N 
3-SEASON EARLY 
HARVEST l CROP 
HARVEST 2 CROPS 
TALL FESCUE 240N 
3-SEASON 
HARVEST l CROP 
HARVE ST 2 CROPS 
SWITCHGRASS 60N 
CONTINUOUS GRAZE 
ROUND BALE GRAZING NOV. 
ALFALFA-GRASS 
SMOOTH BROME 120N 
ORCHARDGRASS 120N 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N 
TALL FESCUE 240N 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N 
SMOOTH BROME 240N 
ORCHARDGRASS 240N 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL C 
LARGE ROUND BALE GRAZING 
ALFALFA-GICA SS 
SMOOTH BROME 120N 
ORCHARDGRASS 120N 
REED CANARYGRASS 120N 
TALL FESCUE 240N 
REED CANARYGRASS 240N 
SMOOTH BROME 240N 
ORCHAROGRASS 240N 
BIRDSFOOT TREFOIL 
8IRDSFOOT TREFOIL C 














































CONTI N~CU~ r,Q~ZE 
STOCKPILE 1 
STQCk.PILE 2 
HAl'VE:ST l C~CP 
REEO CANAKYGRASS 240N 
3.~5 3-SEASON 
5 . 84 3-SEASON EARLY 
-0.CO HAf.VEST 1 COOP 





















10 . 69 
8. 31 






ROUNO BALE G~AZING DEC. 
ALFALFA-GRASS 
SMOOTH BROME 120N 
ORCHAROGRASS l20N 
REED CANARYGRA SS 120N 
TAll FESCUE 240N 
R EEO CAN.ARY:;P.ASS 240N 
SMOOTH BRO~E 240N 
ORCHARDGPASS 240N 
SIPDSFOOT TREFOIL 
BlRDSFOOT TREFOIL C 
LARGE ROUND BALE GPAZlNG 
ALFALF.A-Gl<ASS 
SMOOTH BROME 120N 
ORCHAROGRASS l20N 
REEC CANARYGRASS 120N 
TALL FESCUE 240N 
PEED CANARYGRASS 240N 
SMCOTH BRCME 240N 
ORC.HAl:.DGFASS 240N 
B!PCSFOOT TREFOIL 
BJPDSFOGT T~EFOIL C 
REEO O .NAllYGRASS 120N 
CONTINUOUS GRAZE 




































































1/ THE PEMALTY REFERS TO HOW MUCH NET lNC°"E WOULO BE REDUCED IF ONE ACRE OF THI S FORAGE WA S !HCLUOED IN T~f PLAN 
169 
F~AGES IN THE PLAN CCNTINUEO 
SUPP LE"E~TAL PASTURE S CLASS A 
SORGHU" SUCAN ALT. GR. 
SORGHUM SLCAN STOC KPILE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STOCKPILE 
FORAGE SORGt(JM STUBBLE 



























TOTAL DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS 
MONTH REOUIREO 
JA~UARY 50918."6 
FEBRUARY lt2127. Vt 
MARCH 62271t.32 
APRIL 58186.34 











M'ARCH 12 034.36 
APRIL 12247. 81 
MAY 12958.53 
JUNE 12952. 25 
JULY 13530.19 
AUGUST 13 Slt6.lt3 
SEPTEMBER 17C85.06 
OCTOBER 10337.46 
NOVEMBER 1H52. lt8 
DECEfll8ER 10686. 06 
. I THE RET 
S~PPLE"ENTAL PASTUR: S CLASS 8 
- .:. oo 
~ S . 45 
94. 13 
-o. oo 
SORGHUM SUDAN ALT. GR . 
SORGHUM SUDAN STOC KPILE 
FORAGE SORGHUM STOCKPI LE 












GRAIN SORGHUM STUBBLE 
OCTOBER 










o.oo 0 . 031t53 
o.oo 0.03088 
o.oo 0 . 01818 













B238. ll -0.00000 
9701 . 88 -0.00000 
i. 4-095 . 89 -0.00000 
ZvlO. 77 - 0 . 00000 
1011 . 20 -;; . 00000 
o. oo 









-o . co 
18. 17 
89 .40 
-o . co 
SOLUTI ON 3 P A~E 6 
S T !~L c -~~ TE!~ :c~T~l9UT5C - c ~C? ! ~COM e 
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SOVJTJ ON 3 PAGE 7 
STORED ROUGHAGE FED ITCN/HONTHl 
JANUARY FEBRUARY M4RCt- APRIL '4AY JUNE JULY AUGUST ~c"H '41!Ei> CCTOBfll "40VE'48E~ OECEHBER 
ALF ALFA-GRASS 43 . 56 62 . 18 28 . 73 74 . 78 19. 37 o. oo 11.56 o. oo o. oo o. co o. oo 1 5 - 99 
B lRDSFOOl TR. o.oo o. oo J. co o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo \i.oo o. oo o. oo :>.oo 
ORCHARDGRASS o. oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo 
SMOOTH BROHE o. oc o.oo o. 00 o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. 00 
REEO CAN - RY. o. oo o.oo o. co o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo 
TALL FE SCUE o. oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o. oo o. oo o.oo 
OAT HAY o.oo o.oo O. CJ o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oo c. oo o. oo o.oo o. 00 
STRAW o. oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o. oo o. oo 
CORN SILAGE o. oo o.oo o. co o.oo o.oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o. oc o. oo o. oo o. oo 
OAT S ILAGE o.oo o.oo o. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o. oo o. oo o.oc o.oo o. oo o. oo 
FOR. SOR. SIL. o.oo o.oo o. co D.00 o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
CORNSTALKS-FLAIL o.oo o.oc 80. 31 o.oo 1.78 
CORNS TAU< S-SH. o.oo o.oo 3 0. lo2 o. oo 
